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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Plaintiffs are founders and former minority shareholders of Streaming Media Corporation,
later known as Nine Systems Corporation. Defendants are former controlling shareholders and
members of the Corporation’s Board of Directors (the “Board”). The Controlling
Shareholders—Defendants Wren Holdings, LLC, Javva Partners, LLC, and Catalyst Investors,
L.P.—planned and implemented a series of self-dealing transactions that expropriated and
extracted for themselves a substantial portion of Plaintiffs’ economic and voting power in the
Corporation (the “Self-Dealing Transactions”). The Self-Dealing Transactions inflated
Defendants’ ownership to over 90% of the Corporation’s equity, and correspondingly diluted the
Plaintiffs’ ownership of the Corporation’s equity from approximately 26% to a paltry 2%.
Defendants never informed Plaintiffs of the Self-Dealing Transactions, even though
Defendants spent over eight months planning and implementing them. Despite Defendants’
clear conflicts of interest in structuring the Self-Dealing Transactions, Defendants negotiated
only with themselves. They never formed an independent committee to evaluate or negotiate the
transactions, and they never sought an independent valuation of the Corporation or its equity.
Moreover, Defendants never contacted a single Plaintiff to solicit investment in the Corporation,
notwithstanding that Plaintiffs held active anti-dilution protection and preemptive rights.
Defendant Andrew Dwyer, who was neither a director nor employee of the Corporation,
alone performed the self-interested “valuation” that Defendants used to justify the Self-Dealing
Transactions. Critically, Dwyer purportedly valued the Corporation at a mere $4 million, less
than one-fifth of management’s then-contemporaneous valuation of $23 million. Dwyer’s
admitted “back-of-the-envelope” valuation was neither thorough nor methodologically sound.
Nevertheless, Defendants used Dwyer’s self-serving valuation without even attempting to
explain away management’s much higher valuation.
Defendants’ opportunism drew strenuous objections from Board member Abraham
Biderman, who is not a party to this suit and, unlike the individual Defendants, was neither
affiliated with nor operating on behalf of the Controlling Shareholders. Biderman warned
Defendants in writing that the Corporation must be “carefully value[d]” to “ensure that the
-1RLF1 9480792v.1

valuation is fair to all shareholders.” “This is especially important,” Biderman emphasized,
“given that certain shareholders, who are represented on the Company’s Board of Directors, may
stand to benefit as a result of the transaction.” JX0159. But Defendants did not heed
Biderman’s warnings and objections. Instead, Defendants excluded Biderman from meetings in
which they structured the Self-Dealing Transactions, and even held meetings at times they knew
Biderman could not attend because of his religious obligations. Biderman protested the
scheduling of these meetings, but his efforts proved futile.
Defendants rejected management’s suggestion to hold a shareholders’ meeting to approve
the Self-Dealing Transactions, choosing the path of least disclosure by approving the
transactions themselves via majority shareholder written consent. After completing the SelfDealing Transactions, Defendants failed to disclose to Plaintiffs that Defendants had benefited
from the transactions, much less that they had vastly inflated their equity ownership while
drastically diluting Plaintiffs’ equity holdings in the process.
Defendants kept Plaintiffs in the dark with respect to the Self-Dealing Transactions for
the next four years, providing no Corporation-related communications or information to minority
shareholders. During that time, Defendants moved the Corporation across the country to
California without so much as providing a forwarding address to minority shareholders.
The Company at last resurfaced in 2006 when it was negotiating a potential sale or
merger with several third parties, including Akamai Technologies, Inc. In the midst of those
negotiations, Defendants exploited Plaintiff Thomas Murphy by the repurchase of 44,000
common shares from him for a mere $1 per share. Defendants offered $1 as a non-negotiable
price, notwithstanding that they were actively negotiating a merger with Akamai that would yield
thirteen times that amount soon thereafter. Defendants attempted to justify the $1 price by
claiming that the Corporation was barely surviving. But that story conflicts with their
contemporaneous internal correspondence stating, among other things, that the Company was
doing “very well” and having a “bang up quarter and year.”
Less than sixteen weeks after the Corporation repurchased Thomas Murphy’s shares,
-2RLF1 9480792v.1

Akamai signed a letter of intent to acquire the Corporation. Of the $175 million in value Akamai
paid to acquire the Corporation, Plaintiffs collectively received approximately $3 million, while
Defendants reaped nearly $150 million. This Court should rectify Defendants’ repeated breaches
of fiduciary duty and other illicit conduct and award rescissory and disgorgement damages.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
A.

Plaintiffs Found the Corporation and Acquire Anti-Dilution and Preemptive
Rights

Plaintiffs Rick Murphy, Thomas Murphy, Rounsevelle Schaum, and Newport Capital
Partners, Inc. founded the Corporation in 1999. See JX0684, ¶¶ 35-37. Rick Murphy started the
Corporation to capitalize on Internet broadband availability by providing streaming media
services to clients. Id. ¶ 35. To do this, the Corporation constructed one of the industry’s largest
broadband Content Delivery Networks and developed a flexible software architecture. JX0682
at 29. With its network and software, the Corporation could engage in bandwidth arbitrage and
thereby access the most competitive pricing in the industry. Id. at 29, App. 3 at 6. By the time
of the Self-Dealing transactions, the Corporation was poised to expand, gain economies of scale,
and easily drop incremental revenue to the bottom line. Id. at 29.
Rick Murphy’s father, Thomas Murphy, was SMC’s first investor. JX0684 ¶ 36.
Between 1999 and 2001, Plaintiffs invested at various times as the Corporation grew and sought
additional capital. In total, Plaintiffs purchased and owned approximately 26% of the
Corporation’s equity prior to the Self-Dealing Transactions. JX0667 at 73.
Between April and June 2000, twenty-two of the Plaintiffs, including Morris and Bernard
Fuchs, invested in the Corporation and signed purchase agreements that contained most-favorednation clauses.1 Shortly thereafter, on or about October 10, 2000, Defendant Catalyst purchased
1

These Plaintiffs also include the Golden Family Fund, the Greenberg Family Fund, and eighteen
Plaintiffs who initially invested through Streaming Media Investment Group, LLC (“SMIG”). JX0045,
JX0050, JX0057; JX0353. This Court has noted the debate over whether Morris and Bernard Fuchs
signed stock purchase agreements. In re Nine Systems Corp. S’holders Litig., 2013 WL 771897, at *10
(Del. Ch. Feb. 28, 2013). Morris testified that he signed a stock purchase agreement. JX0635 at 162.
And when Bernard was asked whether he was requested to sign paperwork in connection with the stock
purchase, he answered “yes.” JX0636 at 35. Biderman confirmed that both Morris and Bernard signed
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common stock and received anti-dilution protection and preemptive rights. JX0609 at 40;
JX0078. On or about the same day, Wren and Javva retroactively amended their stock purchase
agreements dated August 18, 2000 to give themselves anti-dilution protection as well—even
though they gave nothing in exchange for that benefit. JX0081. Thus, as this Court noted, the
“investors at the time with most-favored nation protection received [anti-dilution protection and
preemptive rights] as well.” JX0657 at *1 n.5.
In January 2001, thirteen of the Plaintiffs purchased convertible subordinated notes with
warrants.2 JX0721 & JX0094. Approximately six months later, these Plaintiffs converted those
notes into common stock and received anti-dilution protection for their shares. See JX0124,
JX00131 at CI010938, JX0135 & JX0747; JX0657 at *1. And because the twenty-two Plaintiffs
who invested between April and June 2000 had most-favored-nation status, they again received
anti-dilution protection.
In late September 2001, the Company issued warrants with anti-dilution provisions.
JX0135. This also triggered the twenty-two Plaintiffs’ most-favored-nation rights, giving them
anti-dilution protection for a third time.
B.

Defendants Assert Control Over the Company

Before the Self-Dealing Transactions, the Controlling Shareholders—Wren, Javva, and
Catalyst—had acquired approximately 54% of the Corporation’s equity and had gained control
over three of the Corporation’s five Board seats. See JX1000 ¶¶ 5, 38, 40; JX0181. Javva was
represented by Defendant Howard Katz, who was its managing member and principal. JX0684
¶¶ 8, 62. Catalyst was represented by Defendant Christopher Shipman, one of its partners. Id.
(continued…)
stock purchase agreements. JX0634 at 295; see also JX0611 at 44-45, 48-49, 114, 119-20. Still further
confirmation is provided by the Corporation’s treatment of the Fuchs brothers’ investment. In 2002,
when the Fuchs brothers were issued reset shares pursuant to the most-favored-nation clauses in their
stock purchase agreements, Lorain Granberg, the Corporation’s then-CFO, discussed this issuance “many
times” with Emily Grad in order to verify it. JX0615 at 224-25; JX0227. Had the Fuchs brothers not
been parties to stock purchase agreements, the Corporation’s CFO would have discovered it then.
2

These Plaintiffs include the Greenberg Family Fund, FBO 7 Grandchildren Trust, Susan
Rausman Abikhzer Trust, Cindy Rausman Hassan Trust, Rausman 1977 Life Insurance Trust, Trust FBO
Pearl Rausman, Trust FBO Chaya Etta Rausman, Trust FBO Moishe Abikhzer, Elie Hassan, Herbert
Rausman, Rivkah Rausman, Trust FBO Barry Rausman, and Susan Rausman Abikhzer.
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Wren was represented by Defendant Dort Cameron, who was the Board’s chairman and owned
approximately 50% of Wren. Id. ¶ 44. Cameron had introduced Catalyst to the Corporation
through his son’s close friend Tyler Newton, who worked at Catalyst. JX0064 at CI003787.
Defendant Andrew Dwyer, like his business partner Cameron, at all relevant times owned
approximately 50% of Wren. JX1000 ¶ 40; JX0599 at Resp. 5. Even though he was not a Board
member, Dwyer attended most or all of the Corporation’s Board meetings, and even presided
over several of them. JX0684 ¶ 62. Dwyer often submitted proposals at Board meetings that he
planned with other Defendants in advance. Id; JX0655 ¶ 45.
Biderman was also a Board member, but unlike Cameron, Katz, and Shipman, he did not
represent any of the Controlling Shareholders. Defendants routinely excluded Biderman from
Companyrelated planning and meetings, and threatened him. Defendants’ concerted efforts
against Biderman began around mid2001, when Biderman objected to a round of financing that
Defendants had already crafted “amongst themselves.” JX0634 at 451–55. When Biderman
expressed concern about the dilution Plaintiffs would suffer under Defendants’ plan, Shipman
sent Biderman a letter on Catalyst letterhead asserting that “we” (meaning Catalyst, Wren, and
Javva) refused to grant the Plaintiffs antidilution protection, and threatening to issue “secured
debt in front of” Plaintiffs’ debt if they did not acquiesce to Defendants’ demand. JX0111;
JX0634 at 45169. From that point forward, Defendants ignored Biderman’s objections
regarding dilution, withheld information from him, and excluded him from critical meetings.
Defendants forced Rick Murphy to resign and removed him from the Corporation’s
Board of Directors in mid2001. Schaum left the Company at about the same time. In August or
September 2001, Defendants met with Art Williams and chose him to become the Corporation’s
new CEO. JX0147; JX0618 at 1617.
C.

Rick Murphy and Art Williams Identify Acquisition Targets

Both before and after Defendants forced out Rick Murphy, he discussed with NaviSite a
potential acquisition. JX0697 at 530, 546550, 558. His idea to acquire NaviSite coincided with
Williams’s strategy to buy or develop software and expand the Corporation’s customer base,
5
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which Williams had conveyed to Defendants from his first days as CEO. JX0618 at 72-79. Rick
Murphy worked over the course of several months to plan the NaviSite and e-Media transactions,
and as part of his efforts, performed due diligence for the NaviSite acquisition.
Defendants were very interested in the acquisition of NaviSite, and Rick Murphy agreed
to meet with them on December 17, 2001 to discuss his plans and progress. He made clear that
he needed “to be certain we agree that the directors and SMC . . . agree not to circumvent” his
efforts. JX0157. Dwyer agreed. Id. After the meeting, however, Dwyer and Defendants
reneged on that agreement. Even though the Corporation acquired NaviSite shortly thereafter,
Defendants gave Rick Murphy nothing for his efforts.
Defendants kept Biderman in the dark about the NaviSite discussions and never reached
out to the minority shareholders to inform them of the acquisitions or recapitalization, much less
to invite them to participate. Instead, Defendants structured the acquisitions in a way that gave
themselves virtually the entire Company at the expense of minority shareholders.
D.

Defendants Plan the Self-Dealing Transactions

The Controlling Shareholders—Wren (Dwyer and Cameron), Javva (Katz), and Catalyst
(Shipman and Newton)—planned among themselves the proposed acquisitions of NaviSite and
e-Media. They did so in advance of a formal Board meeting on December 21, 2001 (for which
they have not produced any notes or minutes). JX0609 at 156-57 (“I know we did have various
calls outside of the board meetings to discuss the deals. You know, because you don’t just pop it
on people. You know, including probably the one in December, and others.”); see also JX0608
at 169. Defendants excluded Biderman from their planning and discussions. They notified him
of the Board meeting one day before it occurred, and did not inform him of the meeting’s
purpose. JX0645 at 727-28; JX0159.
The Controlling Shareholders scheduled the meeting for 2 p.m. on Friday, December 21,
the shortest day of the year, when Biderman, an observant Orthodox Jew, could not participate
due to religious obligations. JX0645 at 702-03. Defendants fully admit that they knew
Biderman was Jewish, and Shipman and Katz further admit that they knew he was an Orthodox
-6RLF1 9480792v.1

Jew. JX0691 Resp. 2; JX0608 at 101. They were well aware that Biderman could not attend an
afternoon meeting just before the Sabbath on the shortest day of the year. 3 JX0645 at 709-14;
JX0632 at 181-85; JX0608 at 101-02. Biderman protested the scheduling and short notice of the
meeting, but to no avail. JX0645 at 731-32.
Only after the December 21 meeting was Biderman informed that the meeting’s purpose
was to discuss the acquisition of NaviSite and a recapitalization that would dramatically dilute
the minority shareholders. Biderman then wrote a letter to the Board in which he reminded the
Board of its fiduciary duties, warned about unfair dilution, unfair valuation, and the selfinterested nature of Defendants’ plans:

Defendants ignored Biderman’s warnings. While freezing him out, Defendants continued
structuring the Self-Dealing Transactions among themselves in advance of Board meetings.
JX0628 at 50-52, 141; JX0645 at 517-18, 727-28, 769-73, 804, 829-31. They set the agenda for
formal Board meetings, which they closely followed, and voted to implement their prior
agreements, rendering the formal Board meetings “faits accomplis.” Ibid. The Controlling
3

Observant Jews are forbidden from working or transacting any business during the Sabbath,
which lasts from sundown Friday to sundown Saturday. “From the beginning” of his service on the
Board, Biderman made the other directors aware “that I have these constraints that are not negotiable.”
JX0645 at 713-14.
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Shareholders “clearly were scheming together, is the only way to describe it.” JX0628 at 84.
Defendants admit they never sought an independent valuation of the Company or its
equity at any stage of the Self-Dealing Transactions. JX1000 ¶¶ 62, 73, 84; JX0691 Resp. 3, 4.
Defendants likewise admit that no independent committee was ever formed to negotiate or
approve the Self-Dealing Transactions. JX0691 Resp. 99. Similarly, Defendants did not contact
any of the Plaintiffs directly at any stage of the Self-Dealing Transactions to solicit investment in
the Company, JX0679 RFA 25, although Defendants had time to hire three different agencies to
look into a potential name change for the Corporation, a process on which Defendants spent
“several months,” JX0605 at 172-74. Defendants’ refusal to contact Plaintiffs at all

REDACTED
let alone provide them with any opportunity to invest, contravened
Plaintiffs’ anti-dilution and preemptive rights. 4
E.

Defendants Begin Implementing the Self-Dealing Transactions

At a Board meeting on January 7, 2002, Dwyer announced that he had valued the
Corporation at a mere $4 million, although contemporaneous notes from that meeting do not
explain what methods, if any, he used to arrive at that figure. According to Dwyer’s plan, 40%
of the total equity of the post-acquisition Corporation would be given to new money. JX0167.
Biderman—who was excluded from the prior discussions and planning—alone refused to vote in
favor of Defendants’ plans. JX0166; JX0167.5
4

Dwyer confirmed during his deposition that Defendants’ decision to not contact the minority
shareholders was intentional. JX0612 at 215-19. His purported reason for not contacting them was that
he was “pretty sure” they were not all qualified investors. Id. at 215.
5

Defendants argue that the minutes of the January 7, 2002 Board meeting state that Williams
“suggested that the Company would be forced to liquidate with a total loss to all investors unless a new
strategy could be implemented quickly.” JX0166. But these minutes were created and ratified by the
Controlling Shareholders more than a year later, after Williams had left the Corporation, and were never
seen or approved by Williams or Biderman. JX0645 at 756-57, 805, 817; JX0646 at 1112, 1116; JX0334;
see also JX0327; JX0607 at 119-20, 206-12. The Corporation did not contemporaneously keep and ratify
official minutes of any of the Board meetings during which the Self-Dealing Transactions were discussed
or implemented from late 2001 to September 2002. Williams does not recall saying that liquidation was
on the table on January 7, 2002. JX0618 at 110. Biderman testified that the Corporation was not cash
flush, but that liquidation was not discussed at that meeting. JX0645 at 756-57, 817. Williams testified
that the Controlling Shareholders had assured him before the January 7, 2002 meeting that the
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Dwyer performed his admitted “back-of-the-envelope” valuation of the Company on his
own. JX0612 at 180 (“I did the principal valuation and I know I did not get an outside
valuation.”), 252, 281, 323; JX0681 at 4 (describing the valuation as “an admitted ‘back of the
envelope’ valuation” that “Dwyer performed”). No Defendants recall anyone else performing
the valuation. See JX0602 at 145–47, 168–69, 171–72, 194, 200; JX0608 at 123–24, 126–28;
JX0604 at 91, 98–101, 108–10, 119; JX0605 at 74–77. Defendants adopted Dwyer’s “back-ofthe-envelope” valuation wholesale, notwithstanding that: 1) Dwyer was not a Board member,
officer, or employee of the Corporation; 2) Dwyer, as a principal investor in the Self-Dealing
Transactions, faced an obvious conflict of interest in performing his valuation; 3) Dwyer had
previously settled litigation involving allegations of accounting fraud; 6 4) Defendants were also
self-interested in the valuation and recapitalization; 5) Dwyer’s valuation resulted in massive
dilution of the minority shareholders; and 6) Biderman had specifically warned Defendants—in
writing—about unfair valuation, unfair dilution, and the self-interested nature of their plans.
Handwritten notes, taken by Newton of Catalyst, exist for at least two informal meetings
concerning the acquisitions and recapitalization that the Controlling Shareholders held in
advance of the next formal Board meeting on January 10, 2002. JX0169; JX0609 at 180
(acknowledging his handwriting). Once again, the Controlling Shareholders did not inform
Biderman of these informal calls or meetings, much less include him in them. JX0628 at 141;
JX0645 at 516-17, 831. The subjects and numbers discussed track with the agenda and outcome
of the next formal Board meeting. Compare JX0169, with JX0170.
At the formal January 10, 2002 Board meeting, the Board agreed to issue preferred shares
(continued…)
Corporation would be funded adequately and that there was no real danger of liquidation. See JX0618 at
70-71, 111-13; JX0167.
6

See In re JWP Inc. Sec. Litig., 928 F. Supp. 1239, 1264 (S.D.N.Y. 1996) (quoting testimony that
“[A] determination would be made between Mr. Dwyer and Ernie Grendi as to what the income of the
company should be . . . . [E]ither Ernie or Joe Grendi or Andy [Dwyer] would make modifications to the
preliminary numbers through methods like this by spreading around small, in many cases, increments
throughout the books that were baseless. And that created the modifications that then modified the net
income to meet those objectives.”) (JX0004).
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amounting to almost 40% of the Corporation’s total equity to Wren and Javva, who had
announced that they would put in $500,000 and $2 million of new debt, respectively, to fund the
acquisitions of NaviSite and e-Media. Biderman, who again had been excluded from
Defendants’ pre-meeting planning, alone dissented from the plan “due to dilution to the common
stockholders” and because he did “not [have] enough due diligence.” JX0170.
The meeting’s minutes reflect that management valued the Company post closing at
“23.0 million,” id., or in other words, more than five times Dwyer’s back-of-the-envelope
valuation of $4 million. There is no indication in the minutes or any contemporaneous
documentation that Defendants disagreed with management’s valuation. And yet, the
Defendants continued to use Dwyer’s dramatically lower, self-serving valuation when divvying
up the Company.
In advance of the Corporation’s next formal Board meeting on January 17, 2002, the
Controlling Shareholders further discussed and agreed on the details of the Self-Dealing
Transactions. Biderman was again excluded from these discussions. JX0174; JX0628 at 81-82.
Defendants arrived at the January 17, 2002 Board meeting with a summary of their preplanned capitalization structure in hand, and distributed it before the meeting began. JX0178.
During the meeting, Dwyer presented the basic structure of the Self-Dealing Transactions. The
Corporation would create two new series of preferred stock, Preferred A and Preferred B. Senior
debt would be exchanged for Preferred A. New money, meaning the money Wren and Javva had
already stated they would provide, would be exchanged for Preferred B. Per Defendants’ plan,
common stock would be diluted to a mere 7% of the Corporation’s equity. Id.
Biderman again objected to the planned dilution of minority shareholders. But this
objection, like all the protests that preceded it, proved futile. “[Defendants] had clearly already
made the deal amongst themselves and worked out the percentages of what they were getting
[and] what they were putting in, so this was a fait accomplis.” JX0645 at 797–98. Outnumbered,
Biderman limited the damage as best he could by voting for the proposals in exchange for two
measures that he hoped would help prevent or ameliorate future dilutions of the minority
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shareholders. Id.; JX0178 at DEFS 047209.
F.

Defendants Give Catalyst a 90-Day Option

Defendants gave Catalyst—and only Catalyst—a 90-day option to “invest in the current
financing round on identical terms [as Wren and Javva] for 90 days from closing” of the
NaviSite and e-Media acquisitions (meaning the option extended to at least June 22, 2002).
JX0161 at CI025348. The 90-day option was a determinative reason why Catalyst “agreed” to
“allow [Wren] and Javva to fund these acquisitions.” JX0181.
Catalyst had received preemptive rights in every previous round of investment, which
entitled many of the Plaintiffs to the same continuing preemptive rights on account of their mostfavored-nation protection for each of those previous rounds. Yet Defendants never informed
Biderman, or any of the minority investors, of Catalyst’s 90-day option. JX0645 at 819.
Defendants admit that they “did not offer a 90-day option to acquire Preferred B-1 stock directly
to any of the Plaintiffs.” JX0679 RFA 10.

G.

Defendants Continue To Freeze Out Biderman and Implement the SelfDealing Transactions

From January to August 2002, the Defendants continued to plan and modify the
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transactions among themselves in advance of Board meetings, always increasing their percentage
of the Corporation’s equity. JX0645 at 879-80. Even though Defendants repeatedly conveyed
short-fused transaction timeframes to Biderman and others, their artificial “deadlines” for
completing the recapitalization continued to be pushed back. For instance, the closing date for
the NaviSite deal was delayed time and time again—from December 31 until the end of January
until February 28 until March 8 until it finally closed on March 22. JX0159; JX0166 at DEFS
051431; JX0188 at DEFS 051450; JX0741 at DEFS 047215; JX0199. 7
On February 25, 2002, Board members met to discuss an additional $1.3 million of
financing for the acquisitions and recapitalization, in exchange for which Defendants had agreed
to give 15% of the total equity of the Corporation based again on Dwyer’s $4 mm valuation. As
happened at the January 17 meeting, Defendants arrived at the meeting with summaries of their
revised capitalization plan in hand. JX0189. Javva and Wren committed to fund the vast
majority of the $1.3 million, and ultimately committed to all of it. 8 JX0188. Presented with a
predetermined plan regarding the terms, timing, and participation of the additional funding,
Emily Grad (who was attending in Biderman’s stead) declined to commit any funding. JX0645
at 895-98; JX0632 at 225-26. The Controlling Shareholders presented Grad with minimal
information or due diligence on the deals, as well as an artificial deadline of only two or three
days at most to identify investors willing to put money in, speak to them, and collect funds.
JX0628 at 50-52; JX0645 at 516-17, 521, 765-67, 772-76, 778-79, 797-98, 804, 883-84, 885-88,
925. Defendants admit that prior to the February 25, 2002 meeting, they “did not discuss with

7

The Self-Dealing Transactions coincided with difficulties at Lipper & Co. (“Lipper”), where
two employees left on January 14, 2002, and concerns arose at that time about Lipper funds being
overvalued. Biderman, who was an executive at Lipper, was instrumental in resolving the difficulties
confronted by Lipper. Lipper’s counsel instructed Biderman not to communicate with investors, many of
whom were minority shareholders in the Corporation who had been introduced to the Corporation by
Lipper. JX0628 at 91-94; JX0645 at 868. Biderman informed Defendants that “I am no longer [in]
communication with most of [Lipper’s] investors.” JX0628 at 186; see also JX0612 at 274-75 (“ . . . I
realized that there were difficulties between Lipper per se and some of its investors, yes.”)).
8

Catalyst deferred, yet it already held the secret, exclusive 90-day option to acquire Preferred B-1
stock at the same valuation as Wren and Javva.
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Biderman or Emily Grad the terms of the $1.3 million in new financing.” JX0679 RFA 13. This
approach contrasts starkly with Catalyst’s 90-day option and the multiple opportunities and
ample time Defendants afforded themselves to acquire Preferred B-1 shares.
At the next formal Board meeting on March 6, 2002, it was announced that the NaviSite
deal would now close on March 8—two weeks after the date Grad had been told it would during
the previous Board meeting—and Wren and Javva again put in new money. No request or offer
was made to Grad, who attended the meeting in Biderman’s place. JX0741.
At that meeting, the Company’s management (then-CEO Art Williams and CFO Lorain
Granberg), as well as Grad, specifically warned Defendants about the need to inform minority
shareholders of Defendants’ plans:

Defendants ultimately rejected both admonitions, neither informing Plaintiffs of the Self-Dealing
Transactions nor soliciting any funding from them.
In late March 2002, Biderman called Dwyer to find out what was happening with the
Company and when the next Board meeting would be. Dwyer responded that a meeting would
occur in a few days, on the second day of Passover. That was the first Biderman had heard of the
meeting. He stated that he could not attend given that it was Passover, but that he would like to
be there. Dwyer responded: “[T]hat’s too bad, but we’re not changing it.” JX0628 at 131-33,
135, 139-40; JX0645 at 917-20. On April 3, during Passover, the Corporation’s counsel sent
Wren (Dwyer) and Javva (Alan Brandfon) a draft “Recapitalization Term Sheet” that provided
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for a potential Preferred B-3 Series stock and a 1-for-10 reverse stock split of the Company’s
stock. Dwyer made sure that Catalyst (Newton) received the draft as well, but none of the
Defendants ever shared it with Biderman. See JX0201; JX0169. JX0607 at 151; JX0645 at 935.
Two days before the April 11, 2002 Board meeting, the Controlling Shareholders held yet
another pre-Board-meeting planning call to which Biderman was not invited. Newton’s notes
show that this was an “SMC Board Call.” During that call, the Controlling Shareholders
unilaterally decided that Troy Snyder, who had joined the Corporation from NaviSite and with
whom Dwyer and Cameron had negotiated in December 2001, should replace as CEO Art
Williams (who had just warned about the need for a shareholder meeting to authorize the
preferred shares and additional common). JX0202; JX0599 at Resp. 19; JX0612 at 344-46, 349;
JX0602 at 212; JX0628 at 141; JX0645 at 517, 831. They also reviewed details of financial
issues regarding the Self-Dealing Transactions. The issues raised during that call were the same
ones addressed at the formal Board meeting held two days later, when Dwyer announced that
Wren had asked Williams to resign—except that no one revealed the decision to hire Snyder as
the new CEO. JX0185 at DEFS 042955; JX0206. All of the issues discussed during that phone
call—removing a director and CEO, hiring a new director and CEO, and a dilutive
recapitalization—were plainly material to Biderman’s service as a Board member. But
Defendants still refused to invite him.
H.

SMIG Dissolves and the Self-Dealing Transactions Continue to Evolve

SMIG dissolved on April 22, 2002, and its members became direct individual
shareholders. See JX0208, JX0211, JX0212, JX0213.9 Defendants continued developing the
Self-Dealing Transactions over the coming months.

9

SMIG was an investment vehicle through which some Plaintiffs had invested in the Corporation.
This Court has noted that the terms of the recapitalization changed after the dissolution of SMIG, and that
Plaintiffs who were former members of SMIG would have standing to sue for fiduciary breaches
occurring after they became direct shareholders. In re Nine Systems, 2013 WL 771897, at *7. These
Plaintiffs argued that they had acquired their shares by operation of law before that time. Id. at n.63. The
Court did not address this argument, id., although the Plaintiffs’ factual arguments are not disputed, see
JX0653 at 23-25.
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Snyder became CEO and was formally elected to the Board on May 22, 2002. JX0219;
JX0202; JX1000 ¶ 27. After Snyder formally joined the Board, Defendants controlled four of
the five Board seats. Snyder joined with the other Defendants in refining the timing and terms
(including prices) of the Self-Dealing Transactions, and in crafting generous options packages
for himself. Snyder admits that the recapitalization was not complete at the time he joined the
Board. JX0605 at 142. Indeed, the percentage of the Company’s total equity allocated to
Preferred A and Preferred B-1 shares continued increasing all the way until the Self-Dealing
Transactions were completed in August 2002. See JX0679 RFA 19.
The Corporation issued, and Snyder memorialized as CEO, convertible promissory notes
dated May 15, 2002 to Wren and Javva for the $3.3 million that had been used to fund the
acquisitions of e-Media and NaviSite. Defendants unilaterally gave the notes a 10% interest rate
and provided that all of the accumulated interest under those notes would also be convertible
into common stock. JX0216, JX0217. Yet the Board had never authorized this. Thereafter,
without Board authorization, Defendants unilaterally and retroactively increased their interest
rate to 12%. JX0743 at DEFS 033180. In addition, although the notes specified that Wren and
Javva could receive no more than 34.65% and 9.10% of the total outstanding shares of the
Corporation, respectively, JX0216, JX0217, Defendants violated the terms of those notes in
August 2002, when they granted Wren and Javva 39.9% and 11.2%, respectively. See JX0309.
In a similar, self-benefitting fashion, the Controlling Shareholders transferred to
themselves in August 2002 approximately 90% of the equity that had previously been reserved
for e-Media. See JX0260; JX0194; JX0309. Defendants did not notify Plaintiffs of this equity
transfer. All told, Defendants increased their equity stake in the Corporation from approximately
70% in May 2002 to 85% on a fully diluted basis in September 2002. Id.; JX0315; JX0320.
Defendants also eventually chose a 1-for-20 reverse stock split, rather than the 1-for-10
reverse stock split originally proposed in a term sheet circulated by counsel in April 2002.
JX0201. Defendants made the switch after hiring different counsel—Wren’s counsel—who
deny any role in suggesting the reverse stock split. JX0639 at 116. The 1-for-20 reverse stock
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split was yet another vehicle designed to enrich Defendants at Plaintiffs’ expense. Most of the
Plaintiffs possessed active anti-dilution rights for equity issuances below $0.50 per share of
common stock at the time. JX0124, JX0131 at CI010938; JX0045, JX0050, JX0057, JX0135.
The 1-for-20 reverse stock split increased the per-share price of the Preferred B-1 stock to $0.58
per share of common stock—a mere $0.08 above the $0.50 anti-dilution threshold. See JX0309.
I.

Defendants Complete the Self-Dealing Transactions

In early-to-mid August 2002, the Board approved and implemented the Self-Dealing
Transactions. Instead of obtaining shareholder approval for these transactions at a shareholders
meeting, as management had proposed, Defendants chose to bypass minority shareholders and
authorize the transactions via majority stockholder written consent (that is, via Defendants’ own
consent). They solicited consents only from themselves, and not from all shareholders.
On August 9, 2002, Defendants caused the Corporation to issue new Preferred A stock,
which ultimately comprised 23% of the issued and outstanding common stock of the Corporation,
and of which Defendants collectively acquired approximately 92%. JX0262; JX0309. On
August 12, 2002, Defendants caused the Corporation to issue Preferred B-1 stock, JX0729, and
gave it a conversion ratio of 172.41 shares of common stock per share of Preferred B-1. Id. at
010459. The Preferred B-1 stock ultimately comprised approximately 51% of the total issued
and outstanding shares of the Corporation, and the Controlling Shareholders gave themselves
100% of it. JX0309.
On September 25, 2002, the Defendants gave Snyder, who had been the CEO for only
four months, stock options for more than 4.5% of the total outstanding shares at a strike price of
$0.50. JX0315; JX0320. Snyder executed the agreement both for himself and for the
Corporation, id. at 228, which even Dwyer acknowledges was inappropriate. JX0612 at 436-37.
The Controlling Shareholders again chose the path of least disclosure and approved the options
grant through majority shareholder written consent. JX0314 at CI000322.
This inappropriate treatment of Snyder contrasts sharply with how Defendants treated
other options holders. As part of the Self-Dealing Transactions, Defendants unilaterally deleted
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all previous option grants from the Corporation’s records, see JX0684 ¶ 17; FY 2003 audit,
without providing any notice—much less seeking any consent from—those options owners.
As a result of the Self-Dealing Transactions, Defendants increased their collective
ownership of the Corporation from approximately 54% to at least 85% and ultimately more than
90%. See JX0309, JX0511 at 37, JX0315; JX0181. The Plaintiffs’ total ownership and voting
interests, however, plummeted from approximately 26% of the Corporation to approximately 2%
on a fully diluted basis. See JX0309.10 Defendants completed their dilutive restructuring
without ever informing the minority shareholders of what was taking place, much less allowing
them to invest, object to Defendants’ plans, or assert their anti-dilution rights.

J.

The Fall 2002 “Update”

After effecting the Self-Dealing Transactions, Defendants sent an “Update” to certain
shareholders. JX0774. Snyder and Dwyer prepared this document. JX0599 at Resp. 12;

10

Plaintiffs should have owned substantially more of the Corporation’s equity. Indeed, Plaintiffs
were significantly diluted when Wren and Javva were given reset shares pursuant to anti-dilution
protection that they had neither bargained nor paid for. Without this unilateral gift to Wren and Javva,
Plaintiffs would have owned approximately 36% of the Corporation’s equity. JX0667 at 73.
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JX0612 at 401-02. As this Court has noted, the Fall Update failed to disclose “who benefited
from the Recapitalization or what benefits they received.” Dubroff v. Wren Holdings, LLC, 2011
WL 5137175, at *9 (Del. Ch. Oct. 28, 2011) (“Dubroff III”). Katz testified that if he had been a
minority shareholder, he would have wanted to know that information. JX0602 at 235.
K.

2003–2005: Continued Concealment

After the Fall 2002 “Update,” the Corporation did not communicate with the minority
shareholders for nearly four years. JX0640 at 427. Defendants failed to hold the requisite
annual shareholder meetings in 2003, 2004, or 2005, JX0679 RFA 25, and failed to even provide
any notice that they moved the Corporation’s offices across the country to California, JX0605 at
266-69.
The purported “official” minutes of the Board meetings from late 2001 to September
2002 were created a year later, in 2003, by Seth Cameron, Dort Cameron’s son, who worked at
Wren with his father and Dwyer. Seth Cameron was also a longtime friend of Tyler Newton, of
Catalyst. Seth Cameron had attended only one of the eight meetings in 2002 for which he later
“reconstructed” the official minutes. The Defendants ratified the minutes of those meetings in
April 2003, at a Board meeting to which Biderman was not invited and did not attend. JX0334;
JX0607 at 11, 52; JX0327.
Defendants periodically fielded concerns and confusion from minority shareholders and
option holders regarding the Corporation and their holdings, but Defendants were not forthright
with information about SMC. In one instance, an employee and option holder (whose options
Defendants had canceled, unbeknownst to him), requested to see a capitalization table reflecting
ownership of the Corporation’s equity and options. Snyder refused his request because, as
Snyder later told Dwyer, “I am sure he would not be happy.” JX0361.
Defendants’ treatment of the Corporation’s financial affairs was equally problematic. For
example, an audit conducted in 2005 revealed extensive problems with the Corporation’s options
and record keeping, including that the Corporation had issued more stock options to Snyder than
were authorized. JX0396; JX0612 at 433. The Corporation also failed to file annual tax returns
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for Fiscal Years 2003, 2004, or 2005. JX0421 at CA004062. Moreover, the audit also revealed
the expenditure of Company funds on “entertainment in male entertainment clubs” in a manner
the auditors identified as potential fraud. JX0396; JX0623 at 158-59.
In connection with the Company’s audits, Defendants had Dwyer submit a representation
that the Company had not engaged in accounting fraud, which Dwyer signed as a director.
JX0395. Yet Dwyer was not a director (nor was he an officer) of the Corporation. Furthermore,
he had previously been accused of fraud in a class action by shareholders of JWP, Inc., a public
company from which he resigned as longtime chairman and CEO shortly before it collapsed into
bankruptcy, mired in scandal; Dwyer settled the fraud claims after the former JWP COO directly
implicated him in widespread accounting fraud.
L.

Merger and Acquisition Activity Intensifies, and Defendants Repurchase
Thomas Murphy’s Shares

In 2005, Defendants began preparations for potentially selling the Corporation or
merging it with another company. Toward that end, Defendants sought retroactive audits of the
Corporation’s financial statements from the previous several years. See JX0374 at CA002510
(the purpose of the audits was for “use in sale of business”).
After years of silence to its shareholders, the Corporation finally resurfaced and reopened
communications with minority shareholders in February 2006 by sending a letter that
acknowledged “sporadic shareholder confusion related to their shareholdings after the reverse
stock split three years ago,” and stated that “we plan to send each shareholder a letter with their
shareholdings.” JX0419. As Defendants admit, they never sent any such letters. JX0684 ¶ 131.
They do not even attempt to offer an explanation.
Defendants negotiated a potential sale, acquisition, or combination with several third
parties, including Akamai, over the coming months. JX0612 at 514, 537-42. Dwyer and Snyder
communicated with each other extensively as the discussions progressed. In one such email
dated May 27, 2006, Snyder forwarded to Dwyer an email in which the CEO of VitalStream
offered to buy or merge with the Company. Snyder changed the title of the email from
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“VS/Nine” to “M&A FYI,” and added discussion about VitalStream, Limelight, and Akamai:

In the midst of their merger discussions, and less than one week after Snyder sent Dwyer
the “M&A FYI” email, Defendants effected the repurchase of 44,000 common shares from
Thomas Murphy (the Corporation’s first investor

REDACTED

) for a mere $1 per share. Defendants devised the $1 price and suggested it was
non-negotiable, JX0696 at 48, even though Defendants were actively discussing and negotiating
a merger that would yield thirteen times that price soon thereafter. Defendants did not obtain
any valuations in connection with the Thomas Murphy stock repurchase. JX0691 Resp. 37.
When Thomas Murphy asked Defendants about the Corporation’s business prospects, they
falsely asserted that the Corporation was barely surviving. JX0696 at 20–21, 36–37, 38–39,
150–51. In fact, it was thriving and was on the verge of a major M&A transaction.
Walpuck testified during his deposition, for instance, that “the [C]ompany [was] doing
better than merely surviving” at that time. JX0695 at 428. Walpuck’s testimony comports with
Dwyer’s May 2, 2006 statement that things were going “very well” for the Corporation, JX0437,
as well as Snyder’s May 26, 2006 statement that the Corporation was having a “bang up quarter
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and year,” JX0445.
Nobody told Thomas Murphy that the Company had discussed a potential sale, merger,
or acquisition with any other companies. See JX0684 ¶ 180. This is remarkable, given that
Murphy had asked questions to the effect of whether anything was going on with Akamai,
Snyder had sent Dwyer the “M&A FYI” email less than a week before speaking with Murphy,
and given that Akamai had already approached Snyder about “some sort of strategic deal,” which
Dwyer understood to be Akamai’s opening gambit to acquire the Corporation. JX0612 at 537 (“I
assumed that was code word for we would like to buy you and particularly like to buy you now
and cheap.”); see also id. at 538-42; JX0649 at 651-54; JX0434; JX0435.
In this case, Defendants’ story has changed considerably since Thomas Murphy filed his
fraud claim. Indeed, Defendants now suggest that no merger discussions were ongoing in May
or June 2006. JX0684 ¶ 180; JX0699 at 291. But this does not square with Dwyer’s pre-fraudclaim recollection that M&A-related communications with Akamai began at least as early as
“May, June” 2006. JX0612 at 538; see also id. at 537-42; JX0698 at 245-48. And Snyder could
not explain away his “M&A FYI” email when asked about it during his deposition. Snyder’s
only defense for that email was that it may have been fraudulently modified to appear different
from its original form. JX0676 at 135. The “M&A FYI” email chain came from Defendants’
own production. JX0443.
M.

The Company Merges with Akamai

Less than four months after the Thomas Murphy stock repurchase, Akamai signed a letter
of intent to use 3,250,000 of its shares to purchase the Corporation. JX0465. Those shares were
worth approximately $175 million.
Defendants called a Board meeting on November 15, 2006, to consider the specifics of
the merger. JX0497. Defendants had been planning that acquisition since at least May, and
Dwyer and Snyder had led the negotiations with Akamai. JX0684 ¶ 148. Yet the November
meeting was the first time anyone bothered informing Biderman of the acquisition. JX0646 at
1131-32, 1134. Biderman dissented from the planned acquisition on the ground that the rate of
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return to the minority shareholders was unfair because of the dilution that had resulted from the
Self-Dealing Transactions. Id. at 1131-32; 1146-47.
As happened when Biderman dissented before, Defendants swept his concerns aside and
proceeded without him. On November 17, 2006, two days after Biderman dissented, Defendants
held a Board meeting on Friday at 5 p.m. to discuss the terms of the merger, JX0501, even
though they knew that Biderman could not attend for religious reasons, JX0646 at 1149-50.
Shortly thereafter, on November 22, 2006, Defendants caused Wren’s lawyers at Otterbourg,
Steindler, Houston & Rosen, P.C. (“OSHR”), to send Biderman a letter threatening legal action
against him for not supporting Defendants’ plan. JX0700 Resp 2; JX0612 at 566-67; JX0507.
Notwithstanding Biderman’s strong dissent and continued objections regarding dilution,
Defendants proceeded with their plan and caused the Corporation to send proxy materials to
shareholders in late November 2006. Dwyer and Snyder participated in preparing these
materials. JX0600 Resp. 15-16. For the first time, the minority shareholders were able to learn
that Defendants had issued all of the Preferred B-1 stock to themselves, given Snyder options to
acquire 824,055 shares, inflated their ownership to approximately 90% of the Corporation, and
substantially diluted the minority shareholders’ ownership in the process. See JX0511. Upon
receiving the materials, a number of shareholders complained about the dilution of their equity.
See, e.g., JX0519; JX0640 at 225-26.11
The proxy materials did not inform Thomas Murphy that statements made to him in
connection with the share repurchase were misleading and incomplete. The materials omitted
any mention that the Corporation had been in discussions with potential acquirers, including
Akamai, before it repurchased Thomas Murphy’s shares. In fact, the proxy materials
erroneously stated that discussions with Akamai began in August 2006, months after Thomas
Murphy sold his shares. JX0511 at 028865.
11

Dwyer was asked during his deposition whether Defendants discussed adjusting the
capitalization structure to mitigate the minority shareholders’ dilution. In response, Dwyer testified: “I
can never remember a conversation which suggested that there was any reason or any methodology to
discuss giving people a gift . . . .” JX0612 at 560.
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The merger with Akamai closed on December 13, 2006. Just before the closing, Akamai
was alerted to some of the issues surrounding the Corporation’s failure to disclose the
recapitalization to its minority shareholders. The Corporation’s counsel at the time stated: “The
[Corporation’s] Stock Records do not include any evidence that prompt notice of the 2002
Stockholder Actions was given by the company to those stockholders who did not sign written
consents to the 2002 Stockholder Actions, as required by DGCL Section 228(e).” JX0543 at
DEFS 027872. The Corporation then commissioned an opinion letter from a Delaware law firm,
The Bayard Firm, on whether the failure to provide prompt written notice could invalidate the
Self-Dealing Transactions. Id. at DEFS 027896. The Bayard Firm refused to assume the facts
provided to them, insisting instead on basing its opinion on a hypothetical. JX0536. Ultimately,
The Bayard Firm opined that the failure to notify shareholders likely would not invalidate the
Self-Dealing Transactions, but warned that “a finding that the Corporation, its directors or its
majority shareholders breached their fiduciary duties or acted without good faith may change the
outcome.” JX0543 at DEFS 027905.
Of the approximately $175 million in value that Akamai paid to acquire the Company in
2006, Defendants collectively reaped nearly $150 million. See JX0540; JX0667 at 84-85. Thus,
Defendants received approximately a 2000% return on their “investment” in the Preferred B-1
stock alone. Plaintiffs, however, collectively received approximately $3 million, id., with one of
them losing as much as 43% of his investment. JX0057; JX0540.
PROCEDURAL HISTORY
Sheldon Dubroff and Mervyn Klein brought a class action on behalf of the Corporation’s
minority shareholders against Defendants in California in 2007. 12 That action was ultimately
dismissed for lack of personal jurisdiction and on forum non conveniens grounds. They re-filed
in New York in 2007, but voluntarily withdrew that suit in order to file Dubroff v. Wren

12

Shortly after the suit was filed, Dwyer and Defendants’ lawyers at OSHR called Biderman
repeatedly and sent him threatening correspondence to demand his cooperation in the defense of the
lawsuit. JX0563; JX0562.
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Holdings, LLC, C.A. No. 3940-VCN, in this Court in 2008. See Dubroff v. Wren Holdings, LLC,
2010 WL 3294219, at *2 (Del. Ch. Aug. 20, 2010) (“Dubroff II”). On Defendants’ motion to
dismiss, this Court held that the named plaintiffs stated claims against Defendants for breach of
their fiduciary duty to disclose material information about the Self-Dealing Transactions, and for
aiding and abetting those breaches. Dubroff v. Wren Holdings, LLC, 2009 WL 1478697, at *5-6
(Del. Ch. May 22, 2009) (“Dubroff I”). It held that Dubroff and Klein had failed to state a
proper Gentile claim in their complaint and enforced Court of Chancery Rule 15(aaa). Id. at *25 & n.36.
This Court later denied class certification, and indicated that it would be practicable for
former minority shareholders to pursue litigation as individual plaintiffs. Dubroff II, 2010 WL
3294219, at *4. In that decision, the Court ruled: “[T]here is no evidence that Biderman actually
functioned as a fiduciary to those individuals whose purchase of Nine Systems shares he
facilitated, or that he separately informed any or all of them of any prior Board decision, [so] the
Court may not exclude shareholders simply based on the source of their shares.” Id. at *5, *9.
Following the denial of class certification, the Fuchs Plaintiffs brought Fuchs v. Wren
Holdings, LLC, C.A. 6017-VCN, as individually-named plaintiffs against Defendants for their
breaches of fiduciary duty, and simultaneously moved for intervention and consolidation with
Dubroff. In its ruling on Defendants’ motion to dismiss, this Court held that the Fuchs Plaintiffs
had stated proper Gentile claims alleging extraction and expropriation of most of their equity in
the Corporation. Dubroff III, 2011 WL 5137175, at *8. This Court upheld the Fuchs Plaintiffs’
disclosure claim because the Defendants did not disclose “who benefited from the
Recapitalization and what benefits did they achieve.” Id. at *9. The Court also rejected
Defendants’ laches arguments because Defendants’ communications with shareholders “did not
state that the ‘existing investors’ were also members of NSC’s board of directors (or, more
accurately, entities related to those directors).” Id. at *13 (citing Dubroff I, 2009 WL 1478697,
at *6). This Court upheld the Fuchs Plaintiffs’ aiding and abetting claims, id. at *10, and unjust
enrichment claim against Wren, Javva, Catalyst, and Cameron Family Partnership. Id. at *11.
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The Court consolidated the Fuchs Plaintiffs’ suit with that of Dubroff and Klein in the abovecaptioned action. Id. at *15.
Defendants moved for summary judgment in the consolidated action. While the parties
briefed and argued that motion, the Kim Plaintiffs filed their initial complaint on October 22,
2012 (C.A. No. 7970-VCN) and an amended complaint on December 17, 2012. The Court
consolidated the Kim Plaintiffs’ case with the above-captioned case.
Ultimately, this Court denied summary judgment on all of the Fuchs Plaintiffs’ claims
with the exception of those claims brought by one subset of plaintiffs known as the Preferred A
Plaintiffs. In re Nine Systems Corp. S’holders Litig., 2013 WL 771897, at *11 (Del. Ch. Feb. 28,
2013). Thereafter, Defendants moved to dismiss the Kim complaint. In ruling on that motion,
the Court upheld four of the six Kim Plaintiffs’ claims for breach of fiduciary duty, aiding and
abetting, unjust enrichment, and fraud. In re Nine Systems Corp. S’holders Litig., 2013 WL
4013306, at *12 (Del. Ch. July 31, 2013). The consolidated action is now set for trial to
commence on December 2, 2013.
ARGUMENT
Defendants orchestrated a coordinated, complex, and well-camouflaged scheme of selfdealing conduct that benefited themselves at the expense of the minority shareholders. To
execute their scheme, Defendants stood on both sides of a sweetheart deal (representing the
Corporation as directors while purchasing the Corporation’s equity as investors) and abused their
power as controlling shareholders and directors by structuring the transactions to circumvent
Plaintiffs’ anti-dilution protections and preemptive rights—protections with the potential to
otherwise scuttle Defendants’ plans. Well aware that their conduct was grossly improper,
Defendants then engaged in a campaign of concealment that obfuscated the true nature of these
transactions from the minority shareholders. Additionally, four years after the transactions and
just a few months before the Company was acquired for $175 million, Defendants—apparently
not willing to pay a fair price to anyone—misrepresented the Company’s status, prospects, and
REDACTED
fair share price to the Company’s very first investor when he sought to sell his shares
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REDACTED

All told, the Defendants reaped $150

million at the direct expense of the minority shareholders. See JX0667 at 84-87; JX0703.
At every stage in this chain of events, Defendants missed no opportunity to benefit
themselves improperly at the expense of minority shareholders to whom they owed fiduciary
duties. The Defendants also took wide-ranging steps to conceal their conduct from the minority
owners. That cover-up ranged from executing a convoluted reverse stock split that scrutiny
reveals had no purpose other than circumventing Plaintiffs’ anti-dilution protections to ceasing
all communications with the minority shareholders for nearly four years, moving the Company’s
offices across the country in the meantime.
Three distinct but interrelated claims arise from these misdeeds. Most plainly, the
Controlling Shareholder and Director Defendants are liable under Gentile for their coordinated
campaign to expropriate Plaintiffs’ equity. The Director Defendants are similarly liable for
breaching their fiduciary duties by taking steps to cover up that misconduct, while Defendant
Dwyer is liable for aiding and abetting that disclosure violation. And finally, the Controlling
Shareholders are unquestionably liable under unjust enrichment, given the substantial profit they
improperly obtained at Plaintiffs’ expense. In light of the egregious misconduct and breaches of
loyalty, disgorgement is fully appropriate. It is foundational that “where the defendant breaches
the duty of loyalty, the infringing party must disgorge all profits and equity from the usurpation.”
In re Mobilactive Media, LLC, 2013 WL 297950, at *23 (Del. Ch. Jan. 25, 2013).
In short, sharp dealing may be part of doing business, but self dealing by those who
control a company to benefit themselves at the expense of minority shareholders is strictly
prohibited by law. This case presents an egregious example of the latter. Recovery of the
Defendants’ ill-gotten gains is therefore appropriate.
I.

DEFENDANTS CAUSED THE EXTRACTION AND EXPROPRIATION OF
PLAINTIFFS’ EQUITY FOR THEIR OWN BENEFIT
Defendants violated their fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs by engineering the Self-Dealing

Transactions, which extracted and expropriated significant equity holdings from the minority
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shareholders for the benefit of the Controlling Shareholders. “[W]here a controlling shareholder
causes the corporate entity to issue more equity to the controlling shareholder at the expense of
the minority shareholders,” the controlling shareholder “extracts” and “expropriates” the
minority shareholders’ economic value and voting power. See In re Nine Systems, 2013 WL
771897, at *5; Dubroff I, 2009 WL 1478697, at *3; Gentile v. Rossette, 906 A.2d 91, 99-100
(Del. 2006). The minority shareholders thereby suffer “an injury that is unique to them
individually,” which “may be remedied in a direct claim against the controlling stockholder and
any other fiduciary responsible for the harm.” See Dubroff III, 2011 WL 5137175, at *7.
A.

The Evidence Shows a Control Group

A controlling shareholder “owes fiduciary duties to the shareholders of the corporation
she controls.” Dubroff I, 2009 WL 1478697, at *3. A shareholder that is not a majority
shareholder is a controlling shareholder if it “exercises control over the business affairs of the
corporation.” Kahn v. Lynch Commc’n Sys., Inc., 638 A.2d 1110, 1113 (Del. 1994).13 The
record shows that Wren, Javva, and Catalyst constituted a control group as they structured and
implemented the Self-Dealing Transactions. See Dubroff III, 2011 WL 5137175 at *7-9. As this
Court stated in Dubroff I, 2009 WL 1478697, at *3:
Delaware case law has recognized that a number of shareholders, each of whom
individually cannot exert control over the corporation (either through majority
ownership or significant voting power coupled with formidable managerial
power), can collectively form a control group where those shareholders are
connected in some legally significant way—e.g., by contract, common
ownership, agreement, or some other arrangement—to work together toward a
shared goal.
A control group may be shown in this case by “some arrangement among the Entity
Defendants to act as a control group,” id. at *3; an agreement among the Controlling
Shareholders “to work together to bring about” the Self-Dealing Transactions, id. at *4; “an
agreement or that the Defendants were tied together in some legally significant way,” id.; or a

13

“Actual control” can be shown “with regard to the particular transaction that is being
challenged.” Williamson v. Cox Commc’ns, Inc., 2006 WL 1586375, at *4 (Del. Ch. Jun. 5, 2006).
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“common undertaking among the Entity Defendants,” id. at *5 n.36.
Among the ample facts that show a control group are:
x

The Controlling Shareholders planned the terms of the Self-Dealing Transactions in a
series of secret discussions held in advance of formal Board meetings.

x

The Controlling Shareholders excluded Biderman from their pre-Board-meeting
discussions, and even scheduled Board meetings on religious holidays and at times they
knew Biderman could not attend.

x

Defendants arrived at formal Board meetings with pre-packaged plans and capitalization
structures in hand.

x

The Controlling Shareholders seized for themselves the opportunity to “invest,” neither
informing nor soliciting investments from the minority shareholders—notwithstanding
their preemptive rights.

x

Catalyst—and only Catalyst—was given a secret 90-day option to acquire Preferred B-1
stock.

x

The Controlling Shareholders refused to seek an independent valuation, form an
independent committee, or engage in arm’s-length negotiations, notwithstanding
Biderman’s clear objections and warnings.

x

Without any Board approval, Defendants gave themselves a 10% interest rate on their
convertible notes and then unilaterally increased it to 12% to squeeze even more value
out of the Corporation at the minority shareholders’ expense.

x

The Controlling Shareholders circumvented Plaintiffs’ anti-dilution protections by
rejecting the proposal for a 10:1 reverse stock split, obtaining new counsel, and then
implementing a 20:1 reverse stock split.

x

The Controlling Shareholders rejected admonitions to inform the minority shareholders
before completing the Self-Dealing Transactions. For more than four years afterward,
they concealed from the minority shareholders who benefited from the Self-Dealing
Transactions—themselves—and what benefit they received.
The relevant case law makes plain that the Controlling Shareholders constituted a control

group. This Court has typically found a control group in cases with facts analogous to this one.
In the recent, closely analogous Carsanaro v. Bloodhound Technologies, Inc., 65 A.3d 618, 659
(Del. Ch. 2013), the Court found well-pled allegations of a control group where three venture
capital firms “worked together to use their board control and status as significant stockholders to
cause [the company] to engage in” preferred stock issuances that increased their ownership and
control at the expense of the common stockholders. The plaintiffs alleged that the defendants
had provided additional equity grants to management to secure the support of the CEO-director,
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and had entered into side agreements with purchasers of various rounds of preferred stock—
while not offering such side agreements to the common stockholders—to counter dilution caused
by other rounds of preferred stock. Id. at 632–34. The Court found a control group because the
allegations showed “actions taken in concert, over time, to direct the company’s capital raising
activities in a self-interested way,” supplemented by “specific instances” of the defendants
“work[ing] together as a control group”—namely, “off-line discussions” regarding one of the
issuances of preferred shares that excluded certain board members. Id. at 659.
Similarly, in the closely analogous Williamson v. Cox Commc’ns, Inc., 2006 WL
1586375, at *6 (Del. Ch. June 5, 2006), the Court found a control group where the plaintiffs had
pled “a nexus of facts all suggesting that [two significant shareholders] were in a controlling
position and that they exploited that control for their own benefit.” The Court found that the two
significant shareholders, neither holding a majority, appointed one each of the corporation’s five
directors, that the two shareholders had a business relationship with the corporation, and that
they controlled its board decisions. Id. at *1–4. The Court held that the facts taken together
gave rise to the inference that the transactions “were the culmination of a process by which [the
cable companies] agreed to carve-up the assets of [the corporation] among themselves with no
regard for the interests of [the corporation’s] other shareholders.” Id. at *4, *5–6. Here, the
Controlling Shareholders controlled four out of the Board’s five seats, including the CEO; were
all self-interested in the transactions; determined and dominated the Corporation’s conduct with
respect to those transactions; and then failed to disclose the relevant information to the same
shareholders that they had injured.
In another analogous case, Zimmerman v. Crothall, 2012 WL 707238, at *11 (Del. Ch.
Mar. 5, 2012), the Court held that the facts supported a reasonable inference of a control group
where two shareholders collectively owned a majority of the company’s voting shares; controlled
two of five board seats; were the largest investors in the company; as early-stage investors
“likely ha[d] similar economic interests vis-à-vis their investments in the [c]ompany”; and where
the facts showed communications between them that provided a reasonable inference that they
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“acted in concert” in “directing the [c]ompany’s capital-raising activities.”
In contrast, in every case where the Court has found no control group, there was virtually
no evidence of an agreement or common undertaking by a group with significant collective
equity to benefit themselves while injuring minority shareholders. For example, in Feldman v.
Cutaia, 956 A.2d 644, 649, 658 (Del. Ch. 2007), aff’d, 951 A.2d 727 (Del. 2008), the Court
found no controlling shareholder when the directors collectively owned less than half of the
corporation’s total equity, and with certain family members and affiliates just over half, but
where no other facts provided any reasonable inference that the individual directors or their
family members and affiliates were acting in concert. All of the stockholders received the same
prior knowledge of and opportunity to participate in the relevant transactions (and a “great
number” of them did). 956 A.2d at 657-58. 14
As the control-group case law makes clear, this case would be a far outlier if Wren, Javva,
and Catalyst were found not to constitute a control group. The series of steps the Defendants
took—e.g., the secret pre-Board meeting discussions and consistent freezing out of Biderman,
Catalyst’s secret, exclusive 90-day option, the circumvention of Plaintiffs’ anti-dilution and
preemption protections, and the years-long concealment—were in many ways far more egregious
than those in Carsanaro, Williamson, and Zimmerman.
Each member of the Control Group shared an interest in expropriating the minority
shareholders’ equity for the benefit of that Group, and a willingness to do so. All three of them
14

Also, in contrast to the facts in this case, in Dawson v. Pittco Partners, 2012 WL 1564805 (Del.
Ch. Apr. 30, 2012), the Court found no control group where only two of the six alleged members of the
control group stood on both sides of the complained-of merger, the other purported control group
members were situated exactly the same as all of the plaintiffs, the defendants sought an independent
valuation, and the defendants notified the plaintiffs of the merger in advance and provided an opportunity
to vote on it. Id. at *11, *13, *16. In In re PNB Holding Co. S’holders Litig., 2006 WL 2403999 (Del.
Ch. Aug. 18, 2006), the Court held that the directors in a cash-out merger did not constitute controlling
stockholders where the largest bloc owned by any director was 10.6%, and there were no facts to provide
a basis on which to consider “part of a unified bloc” certain directors who were related to certain other
stockholders. Id. at *10. Likewise, in Emerson Radio Corp. v. Int’l Jensen Inc., 1996 WL 483086, at *2,
*17 (Del. Ch. Aug. 20, 1996), the Court found no control group where two allegedly controlling
shareholders each held one seat on the corporation’s board and they collectively held 63% of the
corporation’s shares, but where the only other relevant fact was that they had each merely voted against a
proposal by the plaintiff—facts vastly different from those here.
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planned the acquisitions and the terms of the financing and recapitalization in secret. All three of
them obtained Preferred A. Catalyst did not join Wren and Javva in acquiring Preferred B-1, but
only because it ultimately chose not to exercise its secret, exclusive option to acquire B-1 on the
same terms and in the same round as Wren and Javva for up to 90 days after closing of the
transactions.
B.

Defendants Cannot Show That the Transactions Were Entirely Fair

Because Defendants stood on both sides of the Self-Dealing Transactions, the standard of
review for the expropriation claims against them is entire fairness. Having failed to establish an
independent negotiating committee or any other safeguard to mitigate Defendants’ opportunism,
they carry the burden of showing that those transactions were entirely fair. See Americas Mining
Corp. v. Theriault, 51 A.3d 1213, 1239 (Del. 2012). The evidence makes clear that they cannot.
Entire fairness has two basic aspects: fair dealing and fair price. Fair dealing “embraces
questions of when the transaction was timed, how it was initiated, structured, negotiated,
disclosed to the directors, and how the approvals of the directors and the stockholders were
obtained.” Weinberger v. UOP, Inc., 457 A.2d 701, 711 (Del. 1983). Fair price “relates to the
economic and financial considerations of the proposed merger.” Id. “[T]he test for fairness is
not a bifurcated one as between fair dealing and price. All aspects of the issue must be examined
as a whole . . . .” Id.15
1.

Defendants Cannot Show That the Process Was Fair

The process by which the Defendants planned, executed, and concealed the Self-Dealing
Transactions was profoundly unfair to the minority shareholders. In every aspect of the
process—the timing, initiation, structure, terms, disclosure to the directors, and manner by which
15

This court recently affirmed this sentiment in In re Trados S’holders Litig. by explaining that
“an unfair process can infect the price, result in a finding of breach, and warrant a potential remedy.”
2013 WL 4511262, at *46 (Del. Ch. Aug. 16, 2013). In Trados, the Defendants were ultimately found
not liable after proving at trial that “Trados did not have a reasonable prospect of generating value for the
common stock.” Id. at *45. Notably, the Court based its decision, in part, on the fact that none of the
Defendants (and no outside investors) were willing to put more money into the company. Id. Here, of
course, the Defendants were so optimistic about SMC’s future prospects that they invested millions of
their own money to the exclusion of the Plaintiffs.
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the approvals of the directors and the stockholders were obtained—the Defendants improperly
advantaged themselves at the expense of the minority shareholders:
x

Defendants adopted Dwyer’s self-interested, “back-of-the-envelope” valuation wholesale,
even though his valuation was drastically lower than management’s.

x

Defendants circumvented Plaintiffs’ preemptive rights by not offering them a chance to
invest and by not offering them the same 90-day option they gave Catalyst. Critically,
Defendants’ own expert admits it was inappropriate to not contact the minority investors.
See JX0690 at 189-90, 193-94.

x

Defendants arranged the Self-Dealing Transactions in advance of Board meetings and
excluded Biderman from their planning and discussions.

x

Despite Biderman’s repeated and emphatic warnings, Defendants established no check to
their opportunism—such as obtaining an independent valuation, forming an independent
committee, or engaging in arm’s-length negotiations.

x

Defendants unilaterally decided to fire then-CEO Williams and hire Snyder in his stead.
At about the same time, Defendants unilaterally deleted all previously issued options
from Company records, and then gave Snyder options to purchase 4.5% of the
Corporation’s equity—twice the equity they left for Plaintiffs.

x

Defendants rejected management’s admonition to hold a shareholders meeting to approve
the transactions, and instead chose to ratify the transactions via their own majority written
consent—without ever sending shareholder consents to the minority shareholders.

x

Defendants sent to minority shareholders a deliberately misleading “Update” that did not
identify who had benefited from the transactions or what benefit they achieved. Years
later, they promised to send each shareholder details of his or her shareholdings, but then
failed to do so.

x

Defendants gave themselves more equity than authorized under the May 15, 2002 notes.

x

The Self-Dealing Transactions increased Defendants’ equity ownership of the
Corporation from approximately 54% to 90% on an as-converted basis. They diluted the
Plaintiffs’ equity ownership from approximately 26% to a paltry 2%.

x

Defendants engineered a 20:1 reverse stock split to circumvent Plaintiffs’ anti-dilution
protection.

x

Defendants directed that the minutes for critical Board meetings be “reconstructed” by
the Chairman’s son (who had attended but one of those meetings) more than a year after
the fact.

x

Without informing the minority shareholders, Defendants moved the Corporation across
the country, changed its name, and ceased contact for almost four years.
Defendants violated almost every principle of fair dealing. Indeed, James Reilly,

Plaintiffs’ expert, stated that in his decades of experience as an investment banker and director in
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the technology sector, “[t]he behavior of SMC’s Board is the most significant departure from
typical board behavior that I have ever seen.” JX0682 at 32. Defendants cannot show that the
process was fair, because it manifestly was not.
2.

Defendants Fixed an Artificially Low Price for the Recapitalization

The second prong of entire fairness is fair price. The fair price inquiry includes “all
relevant factors: assets, market value, earnings, future prospects, and any other elements that
affect the intrinsic or inherent value of a company’s stock.” Id. “[T]he corporation must be
valued as a going concern based upon the ‘operative reality’ of the company as of the time of the
[transaction].” M.G. Bancorporation, Inc. v. Le Beau, 737 A.2d 513, 525 (Del. 1999). The
“operative reality” of a company includes its future growth prospects and “specific expansion
plans or changes in strategy.” Del. Open MRI Radiology Assocs., P.A. v. Kessler, 2006 WL
4764042, at *14 n.51 (Del. Ch. Apr. 26, 2006). Therefore, “[a]ll elements of future value,
including the nature of the enterprise, which are known or susceptible of proof as of the date of
the merger and not the product of speculation, may and should be considered.” Cede & Co. v.
Technicolor, Inc., 684 A.2d 289, 300 (Del. 1996) (internal citations and quotations omitted).
Moreover, when the corporation is poised to close a merger or otherwise change or
expand its business model, the fair price inquiry “incorporates the equitable concerns
traditionally policed by the corporate opportunity doctrine.” Kessler, 2006 WL 4764042, at *14
n.51. Rolling in the corporate opportunity doctrine is appropriate because “[t]he dangers for the
minority arguably are most present when the controller knows that the firm is on the verge of
break-through growth . . . .” Id. at *14. In such a scenario, “the value of [the corporation’s]
expansion plans must be considered in the [sic] determining fair value.” Id.
a.

Defendants’ Valuation of SMC in 2002

The Self-Dealing Transactions increased Defendants’ ownership stake in SMC from
54.3% to more than 90%. The transactions took two forms: (1) the purchase of Series B
Convertible Preferred Stock through cash investments totaling $3.3 mm; and (2) the conversion
of $5 mm of existing debt into Series A Convertible Preferred Stock. Although the new cash
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came in over the course of several months and the debt conversion was not completed until
August 2002, all of the transactions relied upon a single “valuation” performed by Dwyer in
January 2002. According to that valuation, SMC was worth just $4 mm.
b.

SMC Was Worth $30.9 Million in 2002

Plaintiffs’ expert, James Reilly, will demonstrate that SMC was, in fact, worth more than
$30 mm in 2002. Reilly’s analysis uses a combination of four valuation methodologies: (1) a
Discounted Cash Flow (“DCF”) analysis, (2) a Comparable Company analysis, (3) a Comparable
Transaction analysis, and (4) the Venture Capital Approach. This amalgamative approach is
consistent with this Court’s preference for a “blend of techniques” rather than reliance “entirely
on one valuation technique.” In re Hanover Direct, Inc. S’holders Litig., 2010 WL 3959399, at
*2 (Del. Ch. Sept. 24, 2010); see also S. Muoio & Co., LLC v. Hallmark Entm’t Invs. Co., 2011
WL 863007, at *17 (Del. Ch. Mar. 9, 2011) (noting that an expert’s “failure to incorporate other
valuation methods into his analysis makes his valuation far less credible”).
Reilly’s analysis produces a range of values with significant overlap occurring between
$21.5 mm to $36.4 mm. This overlap reinforces the validity of each of the methods. See In re
Hanover Direct, 2010 WL 3959399, at *2 (explaining that “[i]f a discounted cash flow analysis
reveals a valuation similar to a comparable companies or comparable transactions analysis, I
have more confidence that both analyses are accurately valuing a company”). Applying a
weighted average to the results, Reilly concludes that the value of SMC in January 2002 is
$30.89 mm.
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Summary of Valuation
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Each of these four methods also follows this Court’s directive that valuation methods be
“generally considered acceptable in the financial community.” Weinberger, 457 A.2d at 713.
The first three methods—DCF, Comparable Companies, and Comparable Transactions—have
long been used by this Court in entire fairness proceedings. See, e.g., Global GT LP v. Golden
Telecom, Inc., 993 A.2d 497, 509 (Del. Ch. 2010) (observing that both experts conducted all
three analyses); In re PNB Holding Co. S’holders Litig., 2006 WL 2403999, at *23 (Del. Ch.
Aug. 18, 2006) (same). The fourth method, the Venture Capital Approach, is a modified version
of a DCF analysis that is commonly used by venture capitalists when valuing early stage
companies like SMC in 2002. In their depositions, both of the Defendants’ experts expressed
their familiarity with this model. JX0692 at 199; JX0690 at 72–73.
Reilly uses contemporaneous management projections as the basis for his analysis.
Reilly has two sources of management projections: (1) the projections contained in an Offering
Memorandum put together by management in December 2001; and (2) the projections that were
sent to the Board of Directors for use in the January 17, 2002 Board meeting. Reilly’s use of
these projections comports with this Court’s preference for “valuations based on management
projections available as of the date of the merger” and “healthy skepticism for post-merger
adjustments to management projections or the creation of new projections entirely.” Cede & Co.
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v. JRC Acquisition Corp., 2004 WL 286963, at *2 (Del. Ch. Feb. 10, 2004). Valuations based on
contemporaneously prepared management projections are preferred “because management
ordinarily has the best first-hand knowledge of a company’s operations.” Doft & Co. v.
Travelocity.com Inc., 2004 WL 1152338, at *5 (Del. Ch. May 20, 2004).
Management generated the projections in the ordinary course of business during late
2001 and early 2002. “When management projections are made in the ordinary course of
business, they are generally deemed reliable.” In re Emerging Commc’ns, Inc. S’holders Litig.,
2004 WL 1305745, at *15 (Del. Ch. May 3, 2004). All contemporaneous evidence shows that
the projections were considered reliable by management and Defendants. The projections were
repeatedly circulated to the Board and the January 10, 2002 Board minutes describe
management’s use of the projections in estimating a $23 mm pro forma valuation for SMC.
JX0170. Additionally, Reilly, an investment banker with 30 years of experience, has examined
the assumptions underlying the projections and independently determined that the projections
were reasonable forecasts of SMC’s future growth prospects in early 2002. The real value in
SMC is further reflected in then-CEO Williams explaining in late 2001 that SMC’s hard assets
alone were “conservatively worth $10 million.” JX0160.
c.

The Valuation Performed by Hausman is Flawed

Defendants rely on Dr. Jerry Hausman to show that the price of the recapitalization was
fair to the minority shareholders. Hausman does not, however, claim that the valuation relied on
by the Defendants in the 2002 recapitalization was accurate. Indeed, he has testified that “[i]t
was never clear to [him] how [the Defendants] came up with their numbers.” JX0692 at 295.
Rather than justify the $4 mm valuation, Hausman asserts that the value of SMC was in fact
much lower—between negative $5.3 mm and negative $4.03 mm.
But Hausman’s valuation is flawed. First, Hausman ignores management projections.
Second, Hausman values SMC based solely on biased comparable transactions and improper
comparable companies. Third, Hausman values the wrong entity for his January 2002 valuation.
Hausman Improperly Ignores Management Projections. Unlike Reilly, Hausman
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performs his valuation without using SMC’s contemporaneous management projections at all.
This omission is purposeful. Hausman claims that all of SMC’s management projections from
2002—the same projections the Board referenced and reviewed in connection with the
recapitalization—are unreliable. Without reliable management projections, Hausman contends,
there can be no valuation based on future cash flows: no DCF and no forward looking multiples.
With his hands thus tied, Hausman performs his valuation based solely on historic revenue
numbers. Not surprisingly, Hausman’s “historic only” solution to his “unreliable projections”
problem dramatically reduces the value he ascribes to SMC.
This Court has “regarded with rightful suspicion attempts by parties who produced
[projections based on the best judgment of management] to later disclaim their reliability, when
that denial serves their litigation objective.” Kessler, 2006 WL 4764042, at *29. Indeed,
“[e]xpert valuations that disregard contemporaneous management projections are sometimes
completely discounted.” JRC Acquisition, 2004 WL 286963, at *2. SMC’s management, and at
times the Defendants themselves, created projections for SMC. But Defendants are now running
from these projections because they show that, in early 2002, SMC was very optimistic about its
future prospects. In a recent case in which Hausman testified for the defense, the Court
admonished the plaintiffs’ expert “for abandoning management’s projections” and “substitut[ing]
his personal judgment for the non-litigation business judgment of [the Company’s] management”
because he believed management’s projections were too low. Muoio, 2011 WL 863007, at *19.
(internal citations and quotations omitted). But that is exactly what Hausman has done here.
Hausman offers scant justification for ignoring SMC’s contemporaneous management
projections. He does not analyze the assumptions underlying the projections, compare the
projections to other industry expectations at the time, or do any real analysis of the 2002
projections themselves. Rather, he compares earlier projections with SMC’s actual results from
2000 and 2001 and he engages in hindsight analysis to compare the 2002 projections with the
later, actual results of SMC. Both of these comparisons entirely miss the point; what matters for
purposes of valuation is what was expected to happen at the time of the valuation.
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A basic principle of finance is that “firms should be valued on the expected value of their
future cash flows.” Gesoff v. IIC Indus., Inc., 902 A.2d 1130, 1155 n.138 (Del. Ch. 2006)
(emphasis added). The question, therefore, is whether the 2002 projections show what was
expected of SMC in 2002. Neither of Hausman’s critiques address that question. SMC had
failed in the past to meet its projections. But there is no reason to believe that management was
entirely ignorant of that fact and failed to account for it in the later 2002 projections. Again, at
the time, nobody claimed the projections were overly optimistic or inaccurate. In a similar vein,
it is irrelevant whether SMC later achieved the projections used to value it. If the Defendants
could see into the future, they might have thought the projections were overly optimistic (they
also might have thought investing in a company that would be sold for $175 mm in a few years
was a pretty good idea). But they could not see into the future, so they looked at the projections
prepared by management when considering the recapitalization.
Hausman compounds his error in rejecting SMC’s management projections by offering
an unreasonable solution. Rather than adjust the projections to a level he finds reasonable,
Hausman opts for the extreme position of doing no valuation based on future cash flows. As this
Court has explained, “the proper treatment” would be to “adjust” the projections “rather than
discard those projections altogether.” In re Emerging Commc’ns, 2004 WL 1305745, at *13. In
fact, that is precisely what Reilly does with his analysis.
Hausman’s Comparable Valuations Are Improper. With no forward-looking
numbers, Hausman bases his valuation of SMC on just two retrospective multiple-based
methods: Comparable Company and Comparable Transaction analyses. Multiple-based
valuation methods have two inputs: 1) the multiple; and 2) a revenue or cash flow figure.
Neither input Hausman uses in his analysis is appropriate.
First, Hausman uses improper multiples. For his comparable transactions multiple,
Hausman relies exclusively on the price SMC negotiated for the purchase of assets from e-Media
and NaviSite. These are improper transaction multiples to value SMC primarily because they are
a different breed of transaction. Both transactions were asset purchases rather than the purchase
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of a going concern. Moreover, both of these were distressed transactions, with e-Media on the
verge of bankruptcy and the parent of NaviSite desperate to rid itself of its Streaming Media
Group. Hausman’s sole explanation for the appropriateness of these transactions is Dwyer’s
2012 deposition. JX0668 at 10.
For his public company multiple, Hausman relies on a set of companies identified by
Catalyst in 2003 as comparable streaming companies. Id. at 5. One of these companies,
VitalStream, was not even publicly trading until May 2002. JX0682 at 14. Another of
Hausman’s comparable companies, Loudeye, was a software and services provider, and therefore
not comparable to SMC. Further, Loudeye had a negative trading multiple, and standard practice
is to exclude such metrics from a comparable company analysis. Id.
Second, Hausman employs a biased revenue number. Because Hausman believes all of
SMC’s projections were unreliable, he solely looks to the last twelve months (“LTM”) of SMC
revenue when performing his valuation. As explained above, Hausman’s rejection of SMC’s
projections is improper. For a growth company like SMC, choosing LTM to the exclusion of
next twelve months (“NTM”) automatically leads to a lower and less reliable valuation. Using
an LTM revenue number is wholly inconsistent with SMC’s status as an early stage company.
The value of SMC was in its growth potential, not in its historic results. Therefore, just as the
Defendants did here, investors value early stage companies based on this growth potential
reflected in their projected financial results.
SMC, as it was in 2002, is the Correct Entity to Value. One of the fundamental
disagreements between the parties is which entity should be valued in January 2002. For later
valuation dates, both parties agree that the combined entity of SMC plus the assets of e-Media
and NaviSite is the proper entity. However, consistent with his backward-looking approach,
Hausman proposes that in January 2002, the relevant entity to value is SMC as it was in 2001
rather than what it was poised to become in early 2002.
As explained above, the “operative reality” of a company includes “specific expansion
plans or changes in strategy.” Kessler, 2006 WL 4764042, at *14 & n.51. In January 2002,
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SMC had specific expansion plans to purchase the assets of e-Media and NaviSite. These
transactions were the entire reason behind the Defendants’ injection of acquisition financing into
SMC. See, e.g., JX0684 ¶¶ 12, 95; JX0690 at 281–82. Defendants did not invest in legacy SMC
only to later see the corporation embark on an acquisition strategy. Rather, they invested
specific sums to consummate the acquisition of these assets. Indeed, Hausman agreed at his
deposition that “if e-Media and NaviSite are going to be acquired, the money [an investor is]
putting in is into the combined entity.” JX0692 at 167; see also JX0690 at 212 (agreeing that, if
he were “investing into an entity that was going to acquire e-Media [and] Navisite,” he “would
look at the whole thing”—not “SMC stand alone”). Accordingly, Hausman’s use of the historic
revenue of legacy SMC alone is at odds with the reality of the investment made by the
Defendants and renders his analysis an unreliable measure of SMC in January 2002.
Even Defendants do not try to justify Dwyer’s valuation; no one thinks that what he did
was proper or correct, further undermining any notion of entire fairness. The value that
Defendants used was unfair. Defendants cannot meet their burden to demonstrate that the SelfDealing Transactions were entirely fair. Accordingly, the Defendants violated their fiduciary
duties under Gentile.
II.

THE DEFENDANTS VIOLATED THEIR FIDUCIARY DUTIES REGARDING
DISCLOSURE
The Director Defendants violated their fiduciary duties to shareholders by concealing the

Self-Dealing Transactions and failing to communicate fully and honestly with minority
shareholders. The Fall 2002 Update concealed that the Controlling Shareholders were the
primary recipients of the Preferred Stock, and the terms of the transactions, including the
conversion ratio of the Preferred Stock into common—in short, who benefited from the
transactions, and what benefit they received. See Dubroff I, 2009 WL 1478697, at *5-6; Dubroff
III, 2011 WL 5137175, at *9-11. Similarly, the February 2006 letter to shareholders
acknowledged shareholder confusion about the shareholdings and stated that the Corporation
would send a follow-up letter detailing each shareholders’ holdings. Yet the Corporation never
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did so.
“Whenever directors communicate publicly or directly with shareholders about the
corporation’s affairs, with or without a request for shareholder action,” they “have a fiduciary
duty to shareholders to exercise due care, good faith and loyalty. It follows a fortiori that when
directors communicate publicly or directly with shareholders about corporate matters the sine
qua non of directors’ fiduciary duty to shareholders is honesty.” Dubroff III, 2011 WL 5137175,
at *10 n.48 (quoting Malone v. Brincat, 722 A.2d 5, 10 (Del. 1998)).
In Dubroff I and III, this Court emphasized that the Fall 2002 Update omitted: 1) who
benefited from the transactions, and 2) what benefits they achieved. “[S]uch a failure to disclose
material facts necessitates the conclusion that the Plaintiffs have stated a claim that the NSC
board breached its fiduciary duties regarding disclosure of material information.” Dubroff III,
2011 WL 5137175, at *9. The Court stated that while “the precise parameters of the disclosure
required by § 228(e) have not yet been delineated, whatever those parameters are, the . . .
Plaintiffs have stated a claim that the Director Defendants did not meet them.” Id. Indeed, if
§ 228 requires full fiduciary disclosure of all material information as in the context of a request
for shareholder action, the Court noted, the Complaint alleged facts sufficient to infer reasonably
that the board “materially misled” the shareholders about the transactions; if it does not, the
Complaint alleged facts sufficient to infer reasonably “that the board deliberately omitted
material information with the goal of misleading the Plaintiffs and other shareholders about the
Defendants’ material interest in, and benefit conferred by, the Recapitalization not shared with
other stockholders.” Id. & n.44 (quoting Dubroff I, 2009 WL 1478697, at *6).
The evidence overwhelmingly shows that the Board, aided and abetted by Dwyer,
withheld critical information from and misled the Plaintiffs about the Self-Dealing Transactions.
Dwyer and the Director Defendants: 1) chose not to inform the minority shareholders of the
Self-Dealing Transactions while planning and implementing them; 2) chose to ignore the
warnings of then-management to hold a shareholder meeting, instead ratifying through majority
shareholder written consent the decisions they had taken as Board members, while sending
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consents only to themselves; 3) in the purported Fall 2002 “Update,” failed to disclose that they
themselves had benefited from the transactions, and how; 4) went “radio silent” and did not
communicate with minority shareholders for nearly four years, and moved the Corporation to
California; and 5) violated their written promise to send shareholders a detailed report of their
holdings. Defendants’ conduct was egregious. In 2006, Akamai felt so uncomfortable with
Defendants’ lack of disclosure that it required a legal analysis. The law firm hired to do so
refused to base its analysis on the actual facts, falling back on sanitized assumptions instead, and
warning of potentially severe consequences if the actual facts demonstrate bad faith.
As a result of the Defendants’ breaches of the fiduciary duty to disclose, the Plaintiffs
were unable to bring legal action for rescission or rescissory damages. If the Defendants had
disclosed the information they were obligated to disclose, Plaintiffs could and would have
brought a case similar to this one in 2002—or in 2006 well before the Akamai merger. The
Defendants’ intentional concealment—and thus breach of the duty of loyalty—“counsels against
the court imposing too narrow a definition of damages or harm.” In re Primedia Inc. Derivative
Litig., 910 A.2d 248, 261 (Del. Ch. 2006). “Concerns of equity and deterrence justify loosening
normally stringent requirements of causation and damages when a breach of the duty of loyalty
is shown.” Id. at 262.
Defendants presently have their cake and are eating it, too. Their intentional lack of
candor is to blame for the present litigation originating in 2007. Yet they seek to have laches
applied against Plaintiffs. Moreover, the Defendants attempt to hide behind purportedly faded
memory in the present litigation. For example, Dort Cameron, the Chairman of the Board
throughout the entire relevant period, now claims to have no recollection of virtually anything
relating to the Corporation or the Self-Dealing Transactions, including: whether the Corporation
ever issued any preferred stock; whether his son was ever Secretary of the Corporation; or
whether the Corporation ever issued any stock options. JX0604 at 43, 109-10, 141, 147-48.
Defendants’ concealment of critical information about the Self-Dealing Transactions was
egregious, and lasted for four years. It ought not now provide a vehicle for Defendants to claim
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that they cannot recall the pivotal issues of the case. Defendants’ inability or unwillingness to
remember critical facts of this case should not count to Plaintiffs’ detriment. Plaintiffs could
have brought this suit much earlier (and therefore when Defendants’ memories were “better”) if
Defendants had simply disclosed the Self-Dealing Transactions in accordance with their duties.
III.

THE CONTROLLING SHAREHOLDERS UNJUSTLY ENRICHED
THEMSELVES AT THE EXPENSE OF THE MINORITY SHAREHOLDERS
The extraction and expropriation of the minority shareholders’ equity carried out by

Wren, Javva, and Catalyst, in conjunction with their Board representatives’ undue efforts to
conceal the true nature of the Self-Dealing Transactions, permitted the Controlling Shareholders
to receive a $130 million windfall. Much of that value, however, properly belonged to the
minority shareholders. In taking that value, the Controlling Shareholders—irrespective of
whether they constituted a control group—unjustly enriched themselves at the Plaintiffs’ expense.
A.

Delaware Law Does Not Bar the Plaintiffs’ Recovery for Unjust Enrichment

Unjust enrichment is “the unjust retention of a benefit to the loss of another” that runs
counter to “the fundamental principles of justice or equity and good conscience.” Fleer Corp. v.
Topps Chewing Gum, Inc., 539 A.2d 1060, 1062 (Del. 1988); Restatement (Third) of Restitution
and Unjust Enrichment § 3 cmt. a (Discussion Draft 2000) (“Any profit realized in consequence
of intentional wrongdoing is unjust enrichment because it results from a wrong to the plaintiff.”).
Unjust enrichment requires “(1) an enrichment, (2) an impoverishment, (3) a relation between
the enrichment and impoverishment, (4) the absence of justification, and (5) the absence of a
remedy provided by law.” Addy v. Piedmonte, 2009 WL 707641, at *22 (Del. Ch. Mar. 18,
2009).
Although an unjust enrichment claim may be similar to a breach of fiduciary duty claim,
the proofs for each are not necessarily identical, and there is no bar under Delaware law to
seeking relief under two equitable claims, even if to some extent they overlap. See Frank v.
Elgamal, 2012 WL 1096090, at *11 (Del. Ch. Mar. 30, 2012); Dubroff III, 2011 WL 5137175, at
*11 & n.58 (citing MCG Capital Corp. v. Maginn, 2010 WL 1782271, at *25 n.147 (Del. Ch.
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May 5, 2010)).16 Further, while a breach of fiduciary duty often accompanies a finding of unjust
enrichment, it is not a prerequisite. See, e.g., In re HealthSouth Corp. S’holders Litig., 845 A.2d
1096, 1106 (Del. Ch. 2003) (“Whether or not [defendant] breached any cognizable duty . . . , he
was undoubtedly unjustly enriched when the company of which he was a fiduciary bought back
shares from him at a price inflated by false financial statements he had signed.”), aff’d, 847 A.2d
1121 (Del. 2004).
Even if the Court concludes that there was no control group, and even if it determines
that no fiduciary duties were breached, the Court can and should find that the Controlling
Shareholders unjustly enriched themselves.
B.

The Controlling Shareholders Enriched Themselves While Simultaneously
Impoverishing the Plaintiffs

The facts underlying this action present a quintessential example of one group’s
enrichment directly causing another group’s impoverishment. Through the Self-Dealing
Transactions, the Controlling Shareholders deliberately and methodically increased their equity
stake in the Corporation as they diluted the minority shareholders’ ownership. The manifest
result was the Controlling Shareholders’ enrichment at the expense of the minority shareholders
whose shareholdings plummeted upon Defendants’ completion of the recapitalization. 17
C.

The Controlling Shareholders’ Enrichment Was Unjustified

The reduction of the Plaintiffs’ stake in the Corporation caused by the Controlling
Shareholders’ confiscation of equity was not merely incidental; rather, the Controlling
Shareholders intentionally usurped the minority shareholders’ equity. Indeed, that had been the
objective from the very start when Defendants began planning the Self-Dealing Transactions in
16

Plaintiffs concede that, insofar as they prevail on both claims, they are entitled to only one
recovery. See McPadden v. Sidhu, 964 A.2d 1262, 1276 (Del. Ch. 2008) (“If plaintiff has pleaded and
then prevails in demonstrating that the same conduct results in both liability for breach of [ ] fiduciary
duties and disgorgement via unjust enrichment, plaintiff then will have to elect his remedies.”).
17

For purposes of an unjust enrichment claim, impoverishment “does not require that the plaintiff
seeking a restitutionary remedy suffer an actual financial loss, as distinguished from being deprived of the
benefit unjustifiably conferred upon the defendant.” Nemec v. Shrader, 991 A.2d 1120, 1130 n.37 (Del.
2010).
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2001. The Controlling Shareholders achieved their goal of increasing their equity stake by, as
previously detailed, breaching their fiduciary duty of loyalty and their fiduciary duty to disclose
material information. Plainly, those breaches were unjustified and unjustifiable, as was the
conduct of the Controlling Shareholders’ representatives whose actions, carried out on behalf or
in the interest of the Controlling Shareholders, were integral to the execution of the Self-Dealing
Transactions. Those actions, enumerated in subsections I.A. and I.B.1. supra, were characterized
by misappropriation, concealment, and nondisclosure. Most notably, Defendants:
x

Froze Biderman out of their discussions in which they planned the Self-Dealing
Transactions in advance of formal Board meetings;

x

Neither reached out to minority shareholders to offer participation in the Self-Dealing
Transactions nor sought outside assistance in soliciting participation;

x

Never solicited funding from the minority shareholders despite their preemptive rights
and their obvious means to invest.

x

Negotiated with themselves, and adopted a self-serving, “back of the envelope”
valuation;

x

Never provided the minority shareholders with an option to acquire preferred stock.

x

Chose to inform minority shareholders of the Self-Dealing Transactions only after the
fact, but then concealed that they had benefited, and how;

x

Subsequently made no communication to minority shareholders for years, and moved the
Corporation across the country;

x

Resumed communications with shareholders only in preparation for selling the
Corporation, and falsely told shareholders that the Corporation would send details of
individual shareholdings;

x

Caused the repurchase of Thomas Murphy’s shares at a hugely unfair price, while
concealing the relevant information from him even after direct questions;

x

Caused communications from counsel that threatened legal action against Biderman in
response to his dissent.
The Controlling Shareholders seized the minority shareholders’ equity and subsequently

concealed from them, at every step, the extent, consequences, and beneficiaries of the SelfDealing Transactions employed to effectuate that expropriation. In so doing, the Controlling
Shareholders unjustifiably enriched themselves at the minority shareholders’ expense. Because
their enrichment was unjustified, it would be unconscionable to permit them to retain it. See
Fleer, 539 A.2d at 1063 (“Restitution serves to deprive the defendant of benefits that in equity
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and good conscience he ought not to keep.”) (internal citation and quotations omitted); Jacobson
v. Dryson Acceptance Corp., 2002 WL 31521109, at *14 (Del. Ch. Nov. 1, 2002) (“Restitution is
used to rectify unjust enrichment.”), aff’d, 826 A.2d 298 (Del. 2003).
IV.

DWYER AND SNYDER DEFRAUDED THOMAS MURPHY IN EXECUTING
THE REPURCHASE OF HIS SHARES
Dwyer and Snyder induced Thomas Murphy—the Corporation’s very first investor—to

sell nearly all of his stock at a price of $1 per share by failing to answer his questions regarding a
potential acquisition of the Corporation and by knowingly providing false responses to other
questions he posed respecting the Corporation’s performance and prospects. But for the fraud
perpetrated by Dwyer and Snyder, Thomas Murphy would have held on to those shares, which,
less than six months later, were worth $13 a piece.
Fraud requires: (1) a knowing misrepresentation on which the plaintiff relies; (2) intent to
induce the plaintiff to act or refrain from acting; and (3) damage resulting from the plaintiff’s
reliance. See Great-West Investors LP v. Thomas H. Lee Partners, LP, 2011 WL 284992, at *12
(Del. Ch. Jan. 14, 2011). Under Delaware law, a misrepresentation can take the form of “a
statement, omission, or active concealment of the truth.” Id.
A.

Dwyer and Snyder Committed Fraud by Making False Statements that
Concealed the Corporation’s True Financial Status and Prospects

By late May 2006, Thomas Murphy had engaged in multiple telephone conversations
with Dort Cameron, Dwyer, Snyder, and Walpuck. JX0696 at 252–53. Thomas Murphy’s notes
of the telephone calls demonstrate that, notwithstanding Dwyer’s and Snyder’s inability to recall
the conversations, they in fact took place. JX0790. 18 During his conversations with Dwyer,

18

At the top of the page containing the handwritten notes of Thomas Murphy is the name Max
Chambers. Dwyer testified that Chambers answers the phone at the Airlie Group (i.e., Wren). JX0612 at
310. When asked if it is likely that someone who has not called Airlie would associate the name Max
Chambers with Dwyer and Dort Cameron, Dwyer responded that it is not. Id. Additionally, Thomas
Murphy’s handwritten notes list a series of phone numbers and email addresses associated with Cameron,
Dwyer, Snyder, and Walpuck. Cameron, Dwyer, and Walpuck all testified at their depositions that at
least some of this contact information was accurate at the time. JX0698 at 264; JX0612 at 306–07;
JX0695 at 435.
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Snyder, and Walpuck, Thomas Murphy asked for an update on the Corporation’s financial status
and business prospects going forward. In response to his questions, Snyder and Walpuck, acting
at the direction of Dwyer and Snyder, both told Thomas Murphy that the Corporation was
surviving, but was by no means prospering.
Not only did Dwyer and Snyder know that the Corporation’s performance in May 2006
was stronger than they led Thomas Murphy to believe, but they also actively misstated the
Corporation’s prospects in order to induce him into selling back his shares. 19 That Dwyer and
Snyder knew the statements to Thomas Murphy were false can be demonstrated by their own
correspondence from this period. For instance, on May 2, 2006, Dwyer emailed Dort Cameron
and Seth Cameron, stating “[t]hings continue to go very well . . . In short our new term
confidence is high that we will exceed plan and year end run rate of $19m.” JX0437. And on
May 27, 2006, Snyder emailed Dwyer and stated that “[w]e are doing well this year and I expect
we will continue to have a bang up quarter and year versus budget. We are also growing
profitability and revenue faster than the industry.” JX0445. According to Dwyer, by late May
2006, the business had done “dramatically better” over the previous six months than either he or
Snyder had expected. JX0612 at 532–34; see also JX0612 at 299.
B.

Dwyer and Snyder Committed Fraud by Remaining Silent in the Face of
Their Duty to Speak

In fielding Thomas Murphy’s questions, which included questions to the effect of
whether anything was going on between the Corporation and “Akamai,” Defendants
purposefully omitted the fact that the Corporation had participated in and was presently engaging
in discussions with third-party companies, including Akamai, regarding a potential sale,
acquisition, or combination:
x

By February 2006 at the latest, Defendants “were starting to try to make sure that we
19

Dwyer and Snyder induced Thomas Murphy to sell back shares at a below-market price to
ensure that the Corporation had a sufficient number of outstanding shares to cover the stock options that
had been granted to employees of the Corporation, including Snyder, who was by far the largest recipient
of those options.
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could get our house in order to sell the business or do something with the business.”
JX0612 at 514.
·

In early April 2006, Akamai approached Snyder about “some sort of strategic deal.” Id.
at 537; JX0434; JX0435. Dwyer testified that he thought Akamai’s overture “was code
for we would like to buy you and particularly like to buy you now and cheap. I knew the
chairman of Akamai. He was a friend of mine.” JX0612 at 537.

·

Snyder provided an update “of mergers and acquisition activity and interest in and by the
Corporation” at the May 8, 2006 Board meeting. JX0438.

·

By this point, Dwyer had instructed Snyder to “go slowly” in discussions with Akamai
for two reasons: (1) to develop and enter into talks with other prospective
merger/acquisition partners to use as leverage in the Corporation’s discussions with
Akamai; and (2) to have the share price of Akamai and the valuation of the Corporation
continue to rise. JX0612 at 537–40, 542; JX0649 at 651–54. Also at Dwyer’s direction,
Snyder identified and began discussions with another company, Limelight. JX0612 at
538–39.

·

On May 26, 2006, the CEO of VitalStream reached out to Snyder via email under the
subject line “VS/Nine.” JX0443. The next day, Snyder forwarded the email to Dwyer
after deliberately changing the subject line to “M&A FYI.” Id.

Thomas Murphy did not know and had no way of learning that the Corporation was engaged in
such discussions in May 2006.
C.

Thomas Murphy Detrimentally Relied on These Misrepresentations

In these same conversations, either Snyder or Walpuck suggested the purchase price of
$1 per share, which was represented to Thomas Murphy as nonnegotiable. JX0696 at 48, 165,
167. Thomas Murphy justifiably relied on the representations made by Dwyer, Snyder, and
Walpuck, all of whom possessed superior information about the Corporation’s health and
prospects. Ultimately, Thomas Murphy’s reliance proved detrimental when, unbeknownst to
him, he agreed to sell almost all of his shares at a price dramatically below what they were worth.
Had he known then what he knows now, he would not have sold. Id. at 46–47.
D.

The Stock Purchase Agreement’s AntiReliance Clause is Unenforceable

Thomas Murphy consummated the sale of his shares to the Corporation by signing a
stock purchase agreement (“SPA”). JX0450. Among other warranties and covenants, the SPA,
which a lawyer drafted on behalf of the Corporation, includes an antireliance provision. Id.
However, the antireliance language is unenforceable; Thomas Murphy was not a sophisticated
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party, and he did not negotiate that language.
At the time he was considering the sale of his shares to the Corporation, Thomas Murphy,
who was in his seventies,

REDACTED
JX0696 at 14, 55, 131–33. In light of

these hardships, and upon hearing the aforementioned representations, Thomas Murphy agreed
to proceed with the stock sale. JX0446. Walpuck circulated to Dwyer and Snyder a blank SPA,
describing it as a “form agreement.” JX0447. 20 The SPA attached to Walpuck’s email contained
a unique identifier number indicating that it was the first version of the document. See id. The
SPA that Thomas Murphy executed contained a unique identifier number demonstrating that it
was only the second version of the same document. JX0450.
Thomas Murphy was neither advised by an accountant nor represented by counsel, and in
no way did he negotiate the language of the SPA, including the boilerplate antireliance clause.
JX0696 at 7. Indeed, the only substantive changes reflected in the second version of the SPA
that Thomas Murphy signed relate to the number of shares the Corporation was repurchasing.
All of the covenants, warranties, and representations remained precisely as they were in the
“form agreement.” Moreover, the SPA was asymmetric in that the Corporation made no separate
representations or warranties whatsoever in the SPA; the only ones binding the Corporation were
made jointly with Thomas Murphy and concern customary matters.
At his deposition, Thomas Murphy testified that he is not a legally sophisticated party,
and that from an investment perspective, he is of merely “average” sophistication. Id. at 8. He
found the SPA as a whole to be far more complex than the standard consulting agreements to
which he had been a party throughout his career. Id. at 222–23. Indeed, it is precisely because
of Thomas Murphy’s lack of sophistication in this context that he reached out to Dwyer, a

20

In the same email, Walpuck wrote that he “spoke to Andy [Dwyer] and we are going to go this
route to repurchase the shares . . . ,” JX0447, thus confirming the fact that Dwyer, a nonemployee and
nonBoard member of the Corporation, was involved in the repurchase of Thomas Murphy’s shares.
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corporate insider, and Snyder, a fiduciary, for information. 21 He relied on their representations
and accepted their suggestion that $1 per share was a fair price. By inducing Thomas Murphy to
sell back his shares at a price far below what they knew to be market value, 22 Dwyer and Snyder
succeeded in defrauding him out of over $500,000.
V.

DAMAGES SHOULD BE LIBERALLY GRANTED TO COMPENSATE
PLAINTIFFS AND ELIMINATE ALL PROFIT DEFENDANTS MADE FROM
THEIR BREACHES OF FIDUCIARY DUTY
Plaintiffs have suffered damages from the Defendants’ 1) breach of the duty of loyalty, 2)

unjust enrichment, 3) improper disclosures, and 4) fraudulent repurchase of Thomas Murphy’s
stock in 2006. As a remedy for these wrongs, Plaintiffs are entitled at a minimum to fair value
damages that make them whole for the Defendants’ use of an unfairly low recapitalization price
and an unfair process that ignored anti-dilution and preemptive rights. In addition, disgorgement
and/or rescissory damages are appropriate in this case because of the egregious nature of the
Defendants’ conduct and the personal benefit they achieved by breaching their duties as
Delaware fiduciaries.
A.

Defendants’ Egregious Conduct Calls for a Stern Remedy

“In determining damages, the Court’s powers are complete to fashion any form of
equitable and monetary relief as may be appropriate.” Bomarko, Inc. v. Int’l Telecharge, Inc.,
794 A.2d 1161, 1184 (Del. Ch. 1999) (internal quotations omitted). “This court has broad
discretion to fashion equitable and monetary relief under the entire fairness standard.” In re S.
Peru Copper Corp., 52 A.3d 761, 814 (Del. Ch. 2011), aff’d sub nom. Americas Mining Corp. v.
Theriault, 51 A.3d 1213 (Del. 2012). In the context of fiduciary breaches—particularly breaches
21

“[W]here there is a fiduciary relationship, fraud may also occur . . . by silence in the face of a
duty to speak.” Albert v. Alex. Brown Mgmt. Serv., Inc., 2005 WL 2130607, at *7 (Del. Ch. Aug. 26,
2005). This variety of fraud can also be committed by a non-fiduciary who is a corporate insider. See
Latesco v. Wayport, Inc., 2009 WL 2246793, at *5 n.16, *9 (Del. Ch. July 24, 2009). Significantly, even
if the SPA were enforceable, its terms do not prohibit reliance upon the silence of a fiduciary and a
corporate insider when under a duty to speak.
22

Indeed, at the same time the Corporation was repurchasing Thomas Murphy’s shares, it entered
into an incentive stock option agreement whereby Walpuck received 22,000 shares of common stock at an
exercise price of $4 per share. JX0405.
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of the duty of loyalty —courts generally provide a robust remedy. “Delaware law dictates that
the scope of recovery for a breach of the duty of loyalty is not to be determined narrowly.”
Boyer v. Wilmington Materials, Inc., 754 A.2d 881, 907 (Del. Ch. 1999).
Delaware law “has demonstrated, time and again, the willingness of the Delaware
Supreme Court to uphold strong medicine against violations of the duty of loyalty, and even to
reverse this court when it failed to deliver a remedy the Supreme Court viewed as sufficient.” In
re MFW S’holders Litig., 67 A.3d 496, 532 (Del. Ch. 2013); see also Bomarko, 794 A.2d at 1184
(explaining that where “issues of loyalty are involved, potentially harsher [damages] rules come
into play”). Breaches of loyalty are difficult to police and frequently impose substantial harm on
the injured. Hence, “[t]he strict imposition of penalties under Delaware law are designed to
discourage disloyalty.” Boyer, 754 A.2d at 906.
Given Delaware’s requirement that director disloyalty be sanctioned by a stern remedy,
three types of damages are appropriate here: (1) disgorgement damages, (2) rescissory damages,
and (3) fair value damages. Plaintiffs cannot obtain double recovery, of course, so some of these
damages categories may subsume the others.
1.

Disgorgement Damages Are The Proper Remedy in this Case

Giving Plaintiffs a complete recovery in this case requires that they not only be
compensated for what they lost, but also that the Defendants be forced to give back the ill-gotten
gains they made at Plaintiffs’ expense. To reach that end, this Court should award disgorgement
damages in the amount of $133.2 mm. This remedy is appropriate for either the Defendants’
unjust enrichment or for their breach of fiduciary duties. That is because this “court can, and has
in the past, awarded damages designed to eliminate the possibility of profit flowing to defendants
from the breach of the fiduciary relationship.” Gesoff, 902 A.2d at 1154. Disgorgement is an
appropriate remedy where the “cause-and-effect relationship between the breach of duty and the
personal profit was obvious.” Boyer, 754 A.2d at 907 (discussing Thorpe v. CERBCO, Inc., 676
A.2d 436 (Del. 1996)).
That cause-and-effect relationship is clearly present here. Defendants used fiduciary
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breaches to enrich themselves at the expense of the Plaintiffs. Moreover, as explained above,
there is an interplay between the corporate opportunity doctrine and an appraisal/entire fairness
action when a corporation is on the verge of expansion. In such a circumstance, the remedy
should account for the profit that the Defendants made in usurping the corporate opportunity.
Valuing SMC in 2002 with these transactions in mind is not enough. Defendants should be
stripped of the profit they received as a result of taking the corporate opportunity for themselves.
While fair value damages compensate the plaintiffs for the loss they incurred from the unfair
transaction, this Court should craft a remedy that “extinguishes all possibility of profit flowing
from a breach of the confidence imposed by the fiduciary relation.” See Guth v. Loft, Inc., 5
A.2d 503, 510 (Del. 1939).
Defendants’ personal profit in this case is measured by giving the Defendants back the
money they invested in SMC, but stripping them of all profit they received as a result of those
investments. Those damages are $133.2 mm. An alternative method would be to deny the
Defendants any profit resulting from the recapitalization they orchestrated. Those damages total
$118.6 mm. Similarly, Dwyer stated in his deposition that the Defendants would have been
more than satisfied with selling SMC for $60 mm or $70 mm:

This would have given the Defendants approximately $51 mm to $59 mm. This Court could
thus disgorge from the Defendants all of the additional money they made in the sale to Akamai.
This would result in a disgorgement of $89 mm to $98 mm.
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2.

Rescissory Damages Are Appropriate Given the Defendants’ Cover
Up and Personal Profit

In the event this Court does not award disgorgement for the breach of fiduciary duty
claims, rescissory damages are appropriate. These damages are in addition to the fair value
damages discussed below. In an entire fairness review, damages are “not necessarily limited to
the difference between the price offered and the ‘true’ value as determined under appraisal
proceedings.” Cede & Co. v. Technicolor, Inc., 634 A.2d 345, 371 (Del. 1993). As the
Delaware Supreme Court long ago explained, damages based on an appraisal remedy “may not
be adequate in certain cases, particularly where”—as here—“fraud, misrepresentation, selfdealing, deliberate waste of corporate assets, or gross and palpable overreaching are involved.”
Weinberger, 457 A.2d at 714. Thus, “[i]n determining damages, the powers of the Court of
Chancery are very broad in fashioning equitable and monetary relief . . . including rescissory
damages.” Int’l Telecharge, Inc. v. Bomarko, Inc., 766 A.2d 437, 440 (Del. 2000).
This Court has explained that rescissory damages are appropriate to give the plaintiffs
“what their shares would have been worth at the time of the Merger if [the Defendant] had not
breached his fiduciary duties.” Bomarko, 794 A.2d at 1184. While that “value is inherently
unknowable because there is no way to learn what financing arrangements [the Company] might
have made in the absence of [the defendant’s] disloyal conduct,” courts typically craft a case
specific remedy to approximate that value. See id.
Such a remedy is appropriate here. Through the Self-Dealing Transactions, the
Defendants breached their duty of loyalty. They funded SMC’s acquisition and short-term
financing needs on their own and seized all the bulk of the company in the process. Absent this
misconduct, SMC could have and would have secured alternative financing or received financing
from the Plaintiffs. Moreover, rescissory damages are appropriate based on the Plaintiffs’
disclosure claim alone. It was the cover-up of the recapitalization that prevented the Plaintiffs
from unwinding the transactions prior to the Akamai merger. Accordingly, awarding damages
designed to mimic the unwinding of the unfair recapitalization is appropriate.
Unwinding the Self-Dealing Transactions to calculate the resultant rescissory damages is
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straightforward. The court should assume that the Plaintiffs either invested pro rata based on
their prior ownership percentage in SMC, or by assuming that they would have funded the entire
recapitalization themselves. Both assumptions are entirely reasonable and will be supported by
the evidence at trial.
Under the $4 mm valuation that the Defendants themselves used in 2002, Plaintiffs’
recessionary damages are $17.8 mm for a pro rata investment and $79.7 mm assuming they
funded the full amount of the recapitalization. Under the $30.89 mm valuation that will be
proven at trial, Plaintiffs’ damages are $3.4 mm for a pro rata investment and $13.4 mm
assuming they funded the full amount of the recapitalization.
3.

Fair Value Damages

At a minimum, Plaintiffs are entitled to damages compensating them for the value their
share lost in 2002 as a result of the Defendants’ breaches of loyalty and unjust enrichment. Fair
value damages are similar to damages in an appraisal action, although “[u]nlike the more exact
process followed in an appraisal action, damages resulting from a breach of fiduciary duty are
liberally calculated . . . [and] mathematical certainty is not required.” In re Peru Copper, 52
A.3d at 814 (internal quotations omitted). This category of damages would compensate the
plaintiffs for the unfair price and unfair dilution they suffered as a result of the Defendants’
misconduct during the recapitalization.
In calculating fair value damages, the Court should award the Plaintiffs the difference
between what they should have received and what they actually obtained in the Akamai merger
in 2006. The difference in these numbers is from the unfair dilution suffered as a result of the
unfair recapitalization price and from the Defendants’ avoidance of the Fuchs Plaintiffs’ antidilution protection. Mr. Reilly has calculated this amount to be: (1) $31 mm for the unfair
dilution Plaintiffs suffered because of the low recapitalization price; and (2) $32 mm due to the
utter disregard for the Fuchs Plaintiffs’ anti-dilution rights. Eliminating double-counting, this
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category of damages totals $45.5 mm.23
4.

Damages from Fraud Claim

Thomas Murphy’s damages from the repurchase of 44,000 of his shares just months
before the Akamai merger are straightforward and easily calculable. His damages are the
difference in what he received ($44,000) and what he should have received ($607,807) for a total
of $563,807.
B.

Plaintiffs are Entitled to Prejudgment Interest at a Fixed Legal Rate,
Compounded Monthly

All of the above damage figures are pre-interest numbers and will need to be upwardly
adjusted to reflect interest from the time of the Akamai merger to now. Delaware law provides
that successful plaintiffs are entitled to an award of prejudgment interest as a matter of right. See
6 Del. Code. § 2301; All Pro Maids, Inc. v. Layton, 2005 WL 82689, at *1 (Del. Ch. Jan. 11,
2005). Regarding the legal rate to be employed when calculating the prejudgment interest owed
to Plaintiffs, Delaware law instructs that it shall be determined by adding 5% to the Federal
Reserve Discount Rate. See Gholl v. Emachines, Inc., 2004 WL 2847865, at *18 (Del. Ch. Nov.
24, 2004), aff’d, 875 A.2d 632 (Del. 2005); Brandin v. Gottlieb, 2000 WL 1005954, at *30 (Del.
Ch. July 13, 2000). The Court has discretion to apply a fixed (as opposed to variable)
prejudgment interest rate. See, e.g., Montgomery Cellular Holding Co. v. Dobler, 880 A.2d 206,
225–26 (Del. 2005); Smith v. NuWest Indus., 2001 WL 50206, at *1 (Del. Ch. Jan. 12, 2001);
Boyer, 754 A.2d at 909.
Such a fixed rate based on the prevailing rate in November 2006 should be applied in the
instant matter, for it was in November 2006 that Defendants had the opportunity to cure or
mitigate their fiduciary breaches and expropriative conduct. The Federal Reserve Discount Rate
then was 6.25%, thus resulting in a legal interest rate of 11.25% for any damages award. That
23

This Court’s determination of SMC’s fair value affects only the first of these amounts, unfair
dilution. No matter what this Court finds to be the appropriate value of SMC in 2002, damages stemming
from violations of the Fuchs Plaintiffs’ anti-dilution rights are static. Those shareholders were entitled to
20.7% of SMC’s common stock, no matter the valuation of SMC.
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figure should be compounded monthly from November 2006 until present. See Grimes v.
Vitalink Commc’ns Corp., 1997 WL 538676, at *13 (Del. Ch. Aug. 28, 1997) (“[T]he dual
purposes of compensation and restitution may only be served by a compounding interval at least
as frequent as one month.”) (emphasis added), aff’d, 708 A.2d 630 (Del. 1998).
VI.

LACHES DOES NOT BAR ANY OF PLAINTIFFS’ CLAIMS
A.

Plaintiffs’ Claims Are Timely under the Analogous Statute of Limitations

Finally, it is clear that Plaintiffs’ claims are timely and thus properly before the Court.
“Where the plaintiff seeks equitable relief, [ ] the Court of Chancery generally applies the statute
of limitations by analogy.” Eluv Holdings (BVI) Ltd. v. Dotomi, LLC, 2013 WL 1200273, at *4
(Del. Ch. Mar. 26 2013). “[C]laims for breach of fiduciary duty, aiding and abetting a breach of
fiduciary duty, and unjust enrichment—those pled by the Shareholder Plaintiffs—have a threeyear analogous period of limitations.” In re Nine Systems, 2013 WL 4013306, at *4. Even if the
Court applies that analogous statute of limitations here, Plaintiffs’ claims are timely.
As this Court has explained, the Plaintiffs in this action did not have inquiry “notice of
the facts underlying their claims” until the Corporation sent “proxy materials [] out on November
25, 2006, seeking approval of the merger with Akamai.” Dubroff III, 2011 WL 5137175, at *13.
For the plaintiffs in the Fuchs action, that finding is dispositive. Court of Chancery Rule 23
incorporates the federal tolling rule, which maintains that “class members’ individual claims are
tolled while a putative class action is pending.” Id. Because the “Fuchs Plaintiffs filed this
action approximately three months after the Court refused to certify the Dubroff Plaintiffs’
purported class action . . . the claims of the Fuchs Plaintiffs are not barred by laches.” Id.
The same analysis that preserves the claims of the Fuchs Plaintiffs preserves those of the
Kim Plaintiffs. The Fuchs Plaintiffs, like the Kim Plaintiffs, “received inquiry notice of the
Transactions as of November 25, 2006.” In re Nine Systems, 2013 WL 4013306, at *4. Shortly
thereafter began a class action that had two iterations before coming to Delaware. Applying
straightforward tolling principles, each of those actions tolled the Kim Plaintiffs’ claims and
ultimately made them timely on October 22, 2012. That is true even if the Court both applies a
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strict three-year limitation and “suspension” tolling, which this Court has suggested is the proper
form of tolling here. Id. at *7 (explaining the effects of “suspension” related to Dubroff).24
The Delaware Supreme Court addressed this issue over the summer, holding that classaction tolling applies to class actions in other jurisdictions. As the Court explained, “[i]n
American Pipe, the United States Supreme Court stated broadly, ‘the commencement of a class
action suspends the applicable statute of limitations as to all asserted members of the class who
would have been parties had the suit been permitted to continue as a class action.’” Dow
Chemical Corp. v. Blanco, 67 A.3d 392, 395 (Del. 2013) (quoting Am. Pipe & Constr. Co. v.
Utah, 414 U.S. 538, 554 (1974)) (emphases added). The Court thus made clear that any class
action activates tolling and that such tolling “suspends” the statute of limitations for the
pendency of the class action. That is true for both of the pre-Dubroff class actions here, each of
which was dismissed for reasons unrelated to class certification and promptly re-filed. 25
This makes sense. “If members of a putative class cannot rely on the class action tolling
exception to toll the statute of limitations, they will be forced to file ‘placeholder’ lawsuits to
preserve their claims,” which “would result in wasteful and duplicative litigation.” Dow
Chemical, 67 A.3d at 395; see also Dubroff III, 2011 WL 5137175, at *13 n.79 (quoting Devlin v.
Scardelletti, 536 U.S. 1, 10 (2002)). This commonsense rationale applies equally regardless of
whether an action goes through more than one iteration on procedural grounds. “Because
members of the asserted class are treated for limitations purposes as having instituted their own
actions, at least so long as they continue to be members of the class, the limitations period does
24

As this Court has implicitly recognized, “renewal” tolling—whereby the Kim Plaintiffs
received a fresh three years upon denial of class certification in Dubroff—would make their claims timely.
See In re Nine Systems Corp. S’holders Litig., 2013 WL 4013306, at *6–7 (Del. Ch. July 31, 2013).
25

See, e.g., Sawyer v. Atlas Heating & Sheet Metal Works, 642 F.3d 560, 563 (7th Cir. 2011)
(explaining that it does not matter “whether the first suit’s status as a would-be class action ends by
choice of the plaintiff . . . or by choice of the judge”); Torkie-Tork v. Wyeth, 739 F. Supp. 2d 887, 895
(E.D. Va. 2010) (“[T]he prior class action suit operated to toll the applicable statute of limitations for the
ten-month period between filing and voluntary dismissal.”). Indeed, tolling must cover voluntarilydismissed class actions because, as the Sawyer District Court explained, “unnamed class members have
no control over whether the named plaintiff decides to abandon the suit.” Sawyer v. Atlas Heating &
Sheet Metal Works, Inc., 731 F. Supp. 2d 850, 853 (E.D. Wis. 2010).
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not run against them during that time.” In re Worldcom Sec. Litig., 496 F.3d 245, 255 (2d Cir.
2007). Thus, “[u]ntil class action certification is denied, the individual claims remain tolled.”
Dow Chemical, 67 A.3d at 393 (emphasis added).
After tolling, it is clear that the Kim Plaintiffs’ claims are timely. On February 1, 2007,
67 days after inquiry notice, the first Dubroff class action was filed in California Superior Court.
That class complaint included the Kim Plaintiffs within its class definition. There, like in the
Delaware action, the class included “all persons who owned the common stock and Series A
preferred stock of the Company as of the date of the initiation of the Self-Dealing
Transactions”—a group that includes the Kim Plaintiffs. JX0556 ¶ 43. And there, also like in
the Delaware action, the class exclusion did not extend to former officers and their affiliates and
thus did not exclude the Kim Plaintiffs. See id. ¶ 44. The Kim Plaintiffs’ claims were therefore
tolled while this action was pending.
The California Superior Court dismissed the California class action on September 21,
2007 for forum non conveniens. JX0564. The class plaintiffs re-filed the action 28 days later, on
October 19, 2007, in the State of New York. See JX0565. The class allegations in that
complaint were indistinguishable from the California complaint’s allegations, id. ¶ 44, and
contained an exclusion indistinguishable from the California complaint’s exclusion, id. ¶ 45. As
a result, this action tolled the Kim Plaintiffs’ claims.
The New York Supreme Court subsequently granted the class plaintiffs’ motion to
discontinue—filed once the class plaintiffs decided that they should come to this Court—on
April 7, 2008. JX0567. The class plaintiffs re-filed their action 115 days later in this Court.
And as this Court has determined, “[s]ince the [Kim] Plaintiffs were not senior officers, directors
or control persons of any Defendants at the time of the filing of the Class Action Complaint, they
were part of the Proposed Class.” In re Nine Systems, 2013 WL 4013306, at *5.
This Court denied class certification on August 20, 2010, and thus recommenced the
clock on the Kim Plaintiffs’ claims. Id. at *7. The Kim Plaintiffs filed their individual claims
two years and 63 days later. As a result, a total of 794 days elapsed between this Court’s denial
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of class certification in Dubroff and the Kim Plaintiffs filing of their complaint.
The following total amount of time elapsed without the benefit of tolling between inquiry
notice and the Kim Complaint:
Period Without Tolling
Inquiry Notice (11/25/2006) to
California Action (2/1/2007)
Dismissal in California (9/21/2007) to
Re-filing in New York (10/19/2007)
Dismissal in New York (4/7/2008) to
Re-filing in this Court (8/1/2008)
Denial of class certification (8/20/2010) to
Filing of Kim Complaint (10/20/2013)
Total Time Elapsed Without Tolling:

Time Elapsed
67 days
28 days
115 days
794 days
1004 days

As this table shows, 1004 days elapsed without the benefit of class-action tolling between
the date the Kim Plaintiffs had inquiry notice and the date on which they filed the underlying
complaint. Three years is 1095 days. Thus, even if this Court both applies a strict three-year
limitation and gives the Kim Plaintiffs only suspension tolling, see In re Nine Systems, 2013 WL
4013306, at *6, they filed their claims three months before the deadline.
As explained above, class-action tolling entitled the Kim Plaintiffs to refrain from filing
duplicative placeholder suits, secure in their belief that failing to commence litigation did not
forfeit any legal rights, including the right to take three years to determine whether an individual
suit was appropriate. Only after this Court denied class certification did the Kim Plaintiffs need
to make that determination. They did so in a timely fashion, filing suit a full three months before
the analogous statute-of-limitations deadline after tolling. Their claims are therefore timely.
B.

Plaintiffs’ Claims Are Timely in Any Event

For similar reasons, there is no prejudice to Defendants from allowing the Kim Plaintiffs
to assert their claims at this time. Even if these prior class actions somehow failed to toll the
Kim Plaintiffs’ claims, they “put[] the defendants on notice of the substance and nature of the
claims against them.” Dow Chemical, 67 A.3d at 393. The Defendants have spent virtually all
of the time that has elapsed since inquiry notice litigating shareholder claims indistinguishable
from those pressed by the Kim Plaintiffs. The Defendants have therefore had ample incentive to
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maintain evidence and preserve their ability to litigate these issue, such that the passage of time
has not adversely affected their ability to defend these claims.
The same is true about the delay between the filing of the Fuchs Complaint and the Kim
Complaint. During that time, no crucial witnesses became unavailable and no evidence was lost.
Nor have Defendants incurred any additional expense on account of the timing of the Kim
Complaint beyond the normal expense of litigating these matters, all of which expense overlaps
heavily across the two actions. And finally, Defendants’ own conduct dispels any concerns of
prejudice. For example, although Defendants deposed Schaum during discovery in the Fuchs
action, they declined to re-depose him as part of discovery in the Kim action. Thus, to the extent
there is any prejudice from the time elapsed between the two Complaints, it is immaterial. See
Austin v. Judy, 65 A.3d 616, 616 (Del. 2013) (laches requires material prejudice).
For these reasons—as well as Delaware’s general “preference for deciding cases on their
merits,” Dow Chemical, 67 A.3d at 397—the Kim Plaintiffs’ claims are not barred by laches.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, and for the reasons to be demonstrated at trial, the Fuchs and
Kim Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court enter judgment in their favor on the
expropriation, disclosure, unjust enrichment, and fraud claims, and award all relief that the Court
deems just and appropriate, including fees.
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